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behavior and subsequently more sustained impact on children's cognitive and behavioral
outcomes along the primary stage.
Activities 1, 2 and 4 under Strand A are being undertaken in Strand B as well. In addition, the
following activities are also being carried out:
1. assessment of children's levels of adaptive behavior;
2. detailed facility survey through a fully day of observation per Centre to study the
content and methods used in the range of ECE programmes. The quarterly tracking
visits will for the Strand B sample of Centres additionally include one day observation
of programme quality.
Strand C will consist of in-depth qualitative case studies to provide a more nuanced
assessment of quality in ECE in terms of content , process, facilities and financing of some
known practices/programmes in ECE across different states in the country, including those
not covered in the sample of the study. It is proposed to carry out 8 case studies of well
known practices in ECE across states. These have been finalized through a workshop of
experts in qualitative research.
Implementation Agency and Management Committees
The study is being coordinated and led by Centre for Early Childhood Education and
Development (CECED) Ambedkar University, Delhi in partnership with ASER Centre. The
study is also conducted with the help of state partners in Andhra Pradesh (Andhra Mahila
Sabha) and Assam (Regional Centre NIPCCD, Guwahati) and CECED in Rajasthan.
The Principal Investigator, Venita Kaul , is a leading expert in early learning in India and is an
active member of the following committees:
•

Committee to advise MHRD on the Right to Education;

•

Committee set up by MHRD to assess feasibility and plan for of making preprimary
education for 4 to 6 year olds a fundamental right ;

•

Committee constituted by MWCD to formulate policy on ECE in India . This
Committee is also looking at the curriculum, standards and regulatory framework;

•

Committee for development of Approach Paper on Elementary education for the 12th
fifth year plan which has been submitted to the Planning Commission and which has
a full chapter on preschool Education;

•

Member of the National Council of Teacher Education (NCTE) which is a statutory
body for regulating training in all sectors of education .

Coordination Committee
Given the multiple partners and stakeholders proposed to be involved in the study, a
Coordination Committee has been constituted which meets once in a quarter. The terms of
reference of this committee are to (a) review the implementation plan and progress on a
quarterly basis (b) decide on and review funding allocations and accounting mechanisms (c)
facilitate and resolve any logistical issues with regard to implementation of the study at central
and state levels.
The Coordination Committee comprises of the following representatives :
•

representatives of funding organizations (listed at Annex B);

•

representatives from Government of India MHRD and MWCD ;

•

research investigators from partnering organizations, especially ASER;

•

representative of the CECED Advisory Committee;

•

representatives of CECED.

Research Advisory Committee (RAC)
The Children's Invest ment f und Foundation (UK)

7 Cliffo rd Street, london WIS 2FT UK
Registered in England llnd Wales (Com pany No: 04370006, Charity No: 1091043)
Tel: +44 (0)20 7440 2357
Info@ciff.org

www.ciff.org
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February 28, 2017
Ms. Preeti Sampat
School of Liberal Studies, Ambedkar University Delhi, Kashmere Gate Campus, Lothian Road
Delhi, NY 110006
INDIA
Dear Ms. Sampat:
I am pleased to inform you that your application for an Engaged Anthropology Grant has been
approved in the amount of $5,000 for the project described below.
If funding is no longer necessary, or if the amount is more than you require because of funding
received from other sources, please let us know. If another grant, fellowship, paid leave, or
sabbatical covers any portion of your original budget, you must submit a revised, itemized
budget request.
We ask that you carefully read the attached forms before signing them. Please note that the
reporting requirements must be fulfilled upon completion of your project. Both the Grant
Agreement and the Grant Payment Instructions Form require signatures and must be returned
to our offices. Please note that although you may elect to have payment made through your
institution, as the Grantee your signature is required on these forms. If special permits or
approvals are required for this project, copies must be received by the Foundation before
payment of this grant can be made.
We have attached the reviewers’ comments and hope that you will find these useful in the
further development of your project. Please keep us informed of any changes in your contact
information throughout the duration of this grant. If you have any questions, please contact
our Program Administrator, Mark Ropelewski at 212-683-9312 or via email at
mropelewski@wennergren.org. We look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,

LESLIE C. AIELLO
President
Sampat, Preeti, U. Delhi, Meerut, India - To aid engaged activities on "Living Histories of Land
Museum," 2017, Goa India, $5,000, approved on 2/24/2017
Enclosures
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Gmail - Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results

Nakkeeran N <nnakkeeran@gmail.com>

Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results
Kerry Scott <kerry.e.scott@gmail.com>
Tue, Feb 6, 2018 at 3:48 PM
To: Aruna <access2aruna@gmail.com>
Cc: Steph Topp <globalstopp@gmail.com>, Manu Gupta <manugupta08@gmail.com>, Nakkeeran N
<nnakkeeran@gmail.com>, "Nanuka.Jalaghonia" <n.jalaghonia@curatio.com>
Dear Aruna,
Greetings!
This is to follow up on the SHAPES small grant. Apologies for the delay. I am putting Nanuka Jalaghonia in CC -- she
is part of the HSG secretariat in Georgia and will be releasing the funds (US $1400) to you. I am also attaching an
invoice with the request that you fill it in and submit it to Nanuka. If you have any questions about the process of
accessing the funds, please follow up with Nanuka; the money flows from HSG to you, so Steph, Manu and I will not
be involved in handling it.
We look forward to you beginning work on the project outlined in your successful grant application. Please share a
short report (1 - 2 pages) on the google group after six to eight months to let us know your progress. Additional
engagement on the SHAPES group is of course encouraged :-)
Warm wishes,
Kerry
[Quoted text hidden]

--

Invoice for TWG funding.xlsx
42K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=81a2da74b6&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1591646423609882718&simpl=msg-f%3A1591646…
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Gmail - Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results

Nakkeeran N <nnakkeeran@gmail.com>

Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results
Aruna <access2aruna@gmail.com>
To: Nakkeeran N <nnakkeeran@gmail.com>

Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 10:57 PM

Good news!
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Kerry Scott <kerry.e.scott@gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday, October 3, 2017
Subject: SHAPES small grant applications: results
To: Aruna <access2aruna@gmail.com>
Cc: Steph Topp <globalstopp@gmail.com>, Manu Gupta <manugupta08@gmail.com>
Dear Aruna,
Thank you for applying for a SHAPES small grant. Three senior SHAPES members reviewed all submissions and
have decided how to allocate this year's tranche of US $5000.
We are delighted to inform you that your application was successful. SHAPES is pleased to award you US$1400 as
seed funding to develop a reader on Pedagogy for social sciences teaching on health systems through series of case
studies.
The reviewers agreed that you proposal idea is important for SHAPES and has huge potential. However, they noted
some concerns, listed below. Ultimately, we hope that you can use this money as initial funding to enable you to focus
your ideas, clarify the output, and reach out to others in SHAPES, across the Health Systems Global thematic
working groups, and also to the WHO Alliance for Health Policy and Systems Research for additional support.

Scope: The idea currently seems a bit too ambitious, since taking on all of social science teaching in health
systems is quite broad and a one year timeframe is quite short.
Clarity: Key aspects of the output need to be clarified. i.e. What will the reader look like? Will these small case
studies (4-5 pages) be teaching cases? What will the review process be? It says there will be template which
is not binding- what would the template look like?
Inclusiveness: Currently the only collaborators listed are Indian. We hope that you can use SHAPES bring
additional perspectives from other countries.
Ultimately, this sort of project is particularly central to the mission of SHAPES, and we are very excited to support you in
leading it. We think that this $1400 seed funding, combined with some crowdsourcing support from within SHAPES,
can catalyse a larger project.
This money can only be transferred from Health Systems Global to an institutional account so we hope that you can
receive the money through your university. In addition, so that this funding serves to strengthen and benefit the whole
SHAPES group, we ask that you update SHAPES on your project. Please share a short report (1 - 2 pages) on the
google group after six to eight months. Additional engagement on the SHAPES group is of course encouraged :-)

We will be announcing the results on the SHAPES google group tomorrow.
Please accept our congratulations!
Warm wishes,
Kerry & Steph (SHAPES co-chairs)
Manu (SHAPES coordinator)

--

---------------------

If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough. ~ Albert Einstein
----------------https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=81a2da74b6&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1580258198230711867&simpl=msg-f%3A1580258…
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Gmail - Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results

Aruna Bhattacharya Chakravarty, M.Sc., Ph.D (Anthropology)
Alternate email: access2aruna@outlook.com | Skype ID: “access2aruna”
TV Interview
Research Report
Book Published
--------------------Please do not print this email unless it is absolutely necessary. Save Paper. Save Trees.
-----------------------

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=81a2da74b6&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1580258198230711867&simpl=msg-f%3A1580258…
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University of Brighton
THISAGREEMENT dated
BETWEEN:

...................................................2014 is made

1)

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIGHTON whose administrative offices are at Mithras House, Lewes Road,
Brighton, East Sussex BN2 4AT (hereinafter "Lead Party");

2)

THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN INDIANA whose administrative offices are at University of
Southern Indiana, 8600 University Boulevard, Evansville, IN 47712 (hereinafter "Collaborating
Party");

3)

SAPPHO FOR EQUALITY whose registered address is at H/o Puspa Majumdar, 49/4 Purbachal
Main Road, P.O. Haltu, Kolkata 700 078, West Bengal, India (hereinafter "Collaborating Party");

each a "Party" and collectively "the Parties"

WHEREAS
A. The Lead Party was the lead applicant in a proposal to the Economic and Social Research Council
(ESRC), for a research project called "Making Liveable Lives: Rethinking Social Exclusion ("the
Project") as set out in Schedule 1; and
B. The Collaborating Party(s) was named on the proposal submitted to the Funding Body for the
Project; and
C. The Funding Body has awarded a contract to the Lead Party to carry out the Project and this is set
out in Schedule 2 ("the Contract"); and
D. The Lead Party wishes the Collaborating Party(s) to carry out a portion of the project as envisaged
in the proposal to the Funding Body.
In the event of any conflict between the terms of this collaboration Agreement and the terms of the
Contract, then the terms of the Contract will prevail.
This Agreement sets out the terms under which the Parties shall perform the Allocated Work:
1. DEFINITIONS
1.1
The following expressions shall have the following meanings in this Collaboration Agreement
including its recitals, unless the context requires otherwise:
'Allocated Work'

shall mean the research allocated to each Collaborating Party, as
defined in the Project at Schedule 1

'Arising Intellectual Property'

shall mean any Intellectual Property which is generated or first
reduced to practice by any Party or Parties directly as a result of
the work undertaken in accordance with this Collaboration
Agreement

'Background Intellectual Property'

shall mean any Intellectual Property excluding Arising Intellectual
Property owned or controlled by any Party prior to commencement
of or independently from the Project, and which the owning Party
contributes or uses in the course of performing the Project

'Co-investigator'

shall be Dr Niharika Banerjea at the University of Southern Indiana
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'Confidential Information'

shall mean any Background Intellectual Property disclosed by one
Party to the others for use in the Project [and identified as
confidential before or at the time of disclosure] and any Arising
Intellectual Property in which that Party owns the Intellectual
Property.

'Funding Body'

shall mean the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC)

'I ntellectual Property'

shall mean intellectual property of any description including but not
li mited to all inventions, designs, information, specifications,
formulae, improvements, discoveries, know-how, data, processes,
methods, techniques and the intellectual property rights therein,
including but not limited to, patents, copyrights, database rights,
design rights (registered and unregistered), trademarks, trade
names and service marks, applications for any of the above.

'Principal Investigator'

shall be Dr Kath Browne at the Lead Party or her successor as
agreed by the Funding Body

'Project Period'

shall be from 01 August 2014 for 18 months.

In this Collaboration Agreement, references to Clauses and Schedules refer to clauses and schedules of
this Collaboration Agreement; and the singular form of any word includes the plural, and vice versa, as
required by the context.

THE PARTIES HEREBY AGREE
2.

THE PROJECT

2.1

The Parties will each use their reasonable endeavours to collaborate on the Project as described in
Schedule 1 of this Collaboration Agreement including any modifications, deletions or expansions
approved in writing by all Parties. The Parties to this Collaboration Agreement shall be bound mutatis
mutandis by the terms and conditions of the Contract, which form part of this Collaboration
Agreement; except that provisions of the Contract that are particular to the Lead Party and/or other
Parties to the Contract shall apply only to those parties.

2.2 The Project shall be performed by or under the direction and supervision of the Principal Investigator
and Co-investigator as listed in the original proposal to the Funding Body.
2.3 In respect of the Allocated Work, each Party will use its reasonable endeavours to provide adequate
facilities; to obtain any requisite materials, equipment and personnel; and to carry out the work
diligently within the scope allowed by its funding. Although each Party will use its reasonable
endeavours to perform the Project, no Party undertakes that work carried out under or pursuant to
this Collaboration Agreement will lead to any particular result, nor is the success of such work
guaranteed. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this clause purports to permit any Party to reverse
engineer or otherwise analyse any of the materials provided to it under this Collaboration Agreement
except in accordance with the provisions of this Collaboration Agreement and to the extent applicable
by law.
3.

PAYMENT

3.1 The Funding Body has undertaken to provide funding for the Project and the Lead Party shall act as
recipient of the funding for the Parties. The sole financial obligation of the Lead Party under this
Agreement shall be to forward the payments allocated to the other Parties, in accordance with Schedule
3 of this Agreement.
UB-14-1942
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3.2 In the event that the Funding Body requires the reimbursement by the Lead Party of any sums paid
under this Collaboration Agreement, then to the extent that such requirement arises from the acts or
omissions of a Collaborating Party, the Collaborating Party hereby agrees to reimburse the Lead
Party the sum received by the Collaboration Party together with any interest charged thereon.
4. PUBLICATION AND CONFIDENTIALITY PROCEDURES
4.1

Subject to clauses 4.4 and 4.5, each Party will use all reasonable endeavours not to disclose to any
third party any Confidential Information nor use for any purpose except as expressly permitted by this
Collaboration Agreement, any of another Party's Confidential Information.

4.2

No Party shall incur any obligation under clause 4.1 with respect to information which:
4.2.1 is known to the receiving Party before the start of the Project Period, and not impressed already
with any obligation of confidentiality to the disclosing Party; or
4.2.2 is or becomes publicly known without the fault of the receiving Party; or
4.3.3 is obtained by the receiving Party from a third party in circumstances where the receiving Party
has no reason to believe that there has been a breach of an obligation of confidentiality owed to
the disclosing Party; or
4.2.4 is independently developed by the receiving Party; or
4.2.5 is approved for release in writing by an authorised representative of the disclosing Party; or
4.2.6 the receiving Party is specifically required to disclose in order to fulfil an order of any Court of
competent jurisdiction provided that, in the case of a disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000, none of the exemptions in that Act applies to the Confidential Information.

4.3 If any Party receives a request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 to disclose any
Confidential Information, it will, when legally permissible, notify and consult with the other Parties.
The other Parties will respond within five working (5) days after receiving notice if the notice requests
assistance in determining whether or not an exemption in that Act applies.
Publications:
4.4 The Project will form part of the actual carrying out of a primary charitable purpose of the Parties; that
is, the advancement of education through teaching and research. There must therefore be some
element of public benefit arising from the Project, and this is secured through the following subclauses.
4.4.1 This Collaboration Agreement shall not prevent or hinder registered students of any Party from
submitting for degrees of that Party theses based on results obtained during the course of work
undertaken as part of the Project; or from following that Party's procedures for examinations
and for admission to postgraduate degree status.
4.4.2 In accordance with normal academic practice, all employees, students, agents or appointees of
the Parties (including those who work on the Project) shall be permitted:4.4.2.1 following the procedures laid down in clause 4.5, to publish results, jointly where
applicable, obtained during the course of work undertaken as part of the Project; and
4.4.2.2 in pursuance of the Parties' academic functions, to discuss work undertaken as part of
the Project in internal seminars and to give instruction within their organisation on questions
related to such work.
UB-14-1942
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4.5 Each Party will use all reasonable endeavours to submit material intended for publication to the other
Parties in writing not less than thirty (30) days in advance of the submission for publication. The
publishing Party may be required to delay submission for publication if in any other Party's opinion
such delay is necessary in order for that other Party to seek patent or similar protection for material in
respect of which it is entitled to seek protection, or to modify the publication in order to protect
Confidential Information. A delay imposed on submission for publication as a result of a requirement
made by the other Party shall not last longer than is absolutely necessary to seek the required
protection; and therefore shall not exceed three (3) months from the date of receipt of the material by
such Party, although the publishing Party will not unreasonably refuse a request from the other Party
for additional delay in the event that property rights would otherwise be lost. Notification of the
requirement for delay in submission for publication must be received by the publishing Party within
thirty (30) days after the receipt of the material by the other Party, failing which the publishing Party
shall be free to assume that the other Party has no objection to the proposed publication.
4,6 The provisions of clause 4.1 and 4.2 shall survive for a period of three (3) years from the date of
termination of this Collaboration Agreement. The provisions of clause 4.5 shall survive for a period of
one year from the date of termination of this Collaboration Agreement.
5. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
5.1

For the avoidance of doubt all Background Intellectual Property used in connection with the Project
shall remain the property of the Party introducing the same. No Party will make any representation or
do any act which may be taken to indicate that it has any right, title or interest in or to the ownership
or use of any of the Background Intellectual Property of the other Parties except under the terms of
this Collaboration Agreement. Each Party acknowledges and confirms that nothing contained in this
Collaboration Agreement shall give it any right, title or interest in or to the Background Intellectual
Property of the other Parties save as granted by this Collaboration Agreement. The Parties agree that
any improvements or modifications to a Party's Background Intellectual Property arising from the
Project which are not severable from that Background Intellectual Property will be deemed to form
part of that Party's Background Intellectual Property.

5.2 Each Party grants the others a royalty-free, non-exclusive licence for the duration of the Project to
use its Background Intellectual Property for the sole purpose of carrying out the Project. No Party
may grant any sub-licence over or in respect of the other's Background Intellectual Property.
5.3 Each Party shall own the Arising Intellectual Property generated by its employees, students and/or
agents under the Project and shall ensure that it secures ownership of such Arising Intellectual Property
from its employees, students and agents. Subject to the terms of the Contract, the Party owning any
Arising Intellectual Property shall be entitled to use and exploit such Arising Intellectual Property as that
Party sees fit, and subject always to clauses 5.5 and 5.6
5.4 Each Party shall promptly disclose to the others all Arising Intellectual Property generated by it and each
Party shall co-operate, where required, in relation to the preparation and prosecution of patent
applications and any other applications relating to Arising Intellectual Property.
5.5 Where any Arising Intellectual Property is created or generated by two or more Parties jointly and it is
impossible to segregate each Party's intellectual contribution to the creation of the Arising Intellectual
Property, the Arising Intellectual Property will be jointly owned by those Parties in equal shares. The
owners may take such steps as they may decide from time to time, to register and maintain any
protection for that Arising Intellectual Property, including filing and prosecuting patent applications for
any Arising Intellectual Property, and taking any action in respect of any alleged or actual
infringement of that Arising Intellectual Property. If one or more of the owners does not wish to take
any such step or action, the other owner(s) may do so at their expense, and the owner not wishing to
take such steps or action will provide, at the expense of the owner making the request, any
assistance that is reasonably requested of it.
UB-14-1942
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5.6 Any joint owner of any of the Arising Intellectual Property may commercially exploit the Arising
Intellectual Property upon consultation and agreement with the other Party/Parties. In such
circumstances, the Party which is commercially exploiting the Arising Intellectual Property will pay the
other Party/Parties a fair and reasonable royalty rate/revenue on the value of any products or
processes commercially exploited by it which incorporate any Arising Intellectual Property taking into
consideration the respective financial and technical contributions of the Parties to the development of
the Arising Intellectual Property, the expenses incurred in securing intellectual property protection
thereof and the costs of its commercial exploitation and the proportionate value of the Arising
Intellectual Property in any such product or process.
5.7 Each Party is hereby granted an irrevocable, non-transferable, royalty-free right to use all Arising
Intellectual Property generated in the course of the Project for academic and research purposes,
including research involving projects funded by third parties provided that those parties gain or claim
no rights to such Arising Intellectual Property.
5.8 if any Party (the "Exercising Party") requires the use of Background Intellectual Property of any other (the
" Other Party") in order to exercise its rights in Arising Intellectual Property (whether solely or jointly
owned) then, provided the Other Party is free to license the Background Intellectual Property in question,
the Other Party will not unreasonably refuse to grant or delay granting a licence to the Exercising Party
so that the Exercising Party may use such Background Intellectual Property for the purpose of exercising
its rights in Arising Intellectual Property.
6.

ASSIGNMENT
No Party will assign this Collaboration Agreement without the prior written consent of the other Parties,
such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, denied or delayed.

7.

TERMINATION

7.1

In the event that any of the Collaborating Parties shall commit any material breach of or default in any
terms or conditions of this Collaboration Agreement, the Lead Party will serve written notice of such
breach on the defaulting Party and in the event that such Party fails to remedy such breach within
thirty (30) days after receipt of such written notice (where such breach is remediable) the Lead Party
may, at their option and in addition to any other remedies which they may have at law or in equity,
and with the approval of the Funding Body, remove the defaulting Party and continue with the
Collaboration Agreement or terminate this Collaboration Agreement. Any removal of the defaulting
Party shall be effective as of the date of the receipt of such notice, in respect of a breach incapable of
remedy, and, otherwise at the end of the 30 day period referred to above.

7.2 All rights acquired by the defaulting Party to Background Intellectual Property and Arising Intellectual
Property of the other Parties shall cease immediately other than in respect of the defaulting Party's
interest in any jointly owned Intellectual Property; the defaulting Party shall, however, continue to
comply with the obligations under clause 5.
7.3 Each Party agrees to notify the Principal Investigator promptly if at any time their key academic is
unable or unwilling to continue the direction and supervision of the Allocated Work. Within sixty (60)
days after such incapacity or expression of unwillingness that Party shall nominate a successor to
replace their key academic. The Principal Investigator will not decline unreasonably to accept the
nominated successor. However, if the successor is not acceptable on reasonable and substantial
grounds, then this Collaboration Agreement may be terminated by giving thirty (30) days' written
notice to the other Party(s).
7.4 The expiration of the Project Period or the termination of this Collaboration Agreement under clauses
7.1 or 7.3 shall cause the termination with effect from the date of expiry or termination of the
obligations imposed on the Parties under clause 2.
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7.5 If any Party (a) passes a resolution for its winding-up; or if (b) a court of competent jurisdiction makes
an order for that Party's winding-up or dissolution; or makes an administration order in relation to that
Party; or if any Party (c) appoints a receiver over, or an encumbrancer takes possession of or sells an
asset of, that Party; or (d) makes an arrangement or composition with its creditors generally; or (e)
makes an application to a court of competent jurisdiction for protection from its creditors generally;
the remaining Parties shall meet to either suspend or terminate that Party's involvement in the
Project. Any removal of the defaulting Party shall be effective as of the date of the receipt of such
notice.
7.6

In the event that it is agreed by all the Parties that there are no longer valid reasons for continuing
with the Project the Parties may decide by unanimous vote to terminate this Collaboration
Agreement. In the event of such termination each Party shall be reimbursed for all costs and noncancellable commitments properly charged in accordance with this Collaboration Agreement and
incurred or committed up to the date of termination, providing that such funds have been or are able
to be recovered from the Funding Body. For the avoidance of doubt, no Party shall be required to
contribute to any losses suffered by another Party in circumstances where costs have not been
recovered from the Funding Body.

8.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

8.1 No Party makes any representation or warranty that advice or information given by any of its
employees, students, agents or appointees who work on the Project, or the content or use of any
materials, works or information provided in connection with the Project, will not constitute or result in
infringement of third-party rights.
8.2 No Party accepts any responsibility for any use which may be made of any work carried out under or
pursuant to this Collaboration Agreement, or of the results of the Project, nor for any reliance which
may be placed on such work or results, nor for advice or information given in connection with them.
8.3 The Parties undertake to make no claim in connection with this Collaboration Agreement or its
subject matter against any employees, students, agents or appointees of the other Parties (apart from
claims based on fraud or wilful misconduct). This undertaking is intended to give protection to
individual researchers: it does not prejudice any right which a Party might have to claim against any
other Party.
8.4 The liability of any Party for any breach of this Collaboration Agreement, or arising in any other way
out of the subject-matter of this Collaboration Agreement, will not extend to loss of business or profit,
or to any indirect or consequential damages or losses.
8.5 Each Party acknowledges and accepts that it is responsible for the safety of its employees and must
ensure that it complies with all national legislation relating to safety at work of any of its employees
undertaking part in this Project.
8.6 In any event, the maximum liability of any Party under or otherwise in connection with this
Collaboration Agreement or its subject matter shall not exceed the monies received by that Party
under this Collaboration Agreement as detailed in Schedule 3.
8.7

Nothing in this Collaboration Agreement limits or excludes either Party's liability for:
8.7.1 death or personal injury resulting from negligence; or
8.7.2 any fraud or for any sort of other liability which, by law, cannot be limited or excluded.

8.8 If any sub-clause of this clause 8 is held to be invalid or unenforceable under any applicable statute
or rule of law then it shall be deemed to be omitted, and if as a result any Party becomes liable for
UB-14-1942
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loss or damage which would otherwise have been excluded then such liability shall be subject to the
remaining sub-clauses of this clause 8.
9.

NOTICES
Any notice to be given under this Agreement may be delivered personally, or sent by pre-paid post, or
delivered by courier to another Party at the address given below or such other address as may be
notified in accordance with this clause 10 from time to time. Any notice so sent shall be deemed to
have been duly given if sent by personal delivery or courier upon delivery at the address of the
relevant Party, if sent by pre-paid post 4 days after posting.

The UNIVERSITY OF BRIGHTON representative for the purpose of receiving reports and other
notices shall until further notice be:
Dr Kath Browne, School of Environment and Technology, Cockcroft, Moulsecoomb, Brighton, East
Sussex BN2 4GJ, United Kingdom
Legal related notices:
Ronit Rose, Head of Contracts and IP, Exion 27, Crowhurst Road, Brighton Bn1 8AF, United
Kingdom.
The UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN INDIANA representative for the purpose of receiving reports and
other notices shall until further notice be:
Rebecca Deeg, Wright Administration Bldg. room 104, 8600 University Blvd, Evansville, IN 47712
USA.
The SAPPHO FOR EQUALITY representative for the purpose of receiving reports and other notices
shall until further notice be:
Dr. Subhagata Ghosh, Executive Committee Member, 21 Jogendra Garden (South) Ground Floor,
(Near Hindol Park), Kolkata 700078, West Bengal, India. Timings: 12 noon to 8 pm (Mon closed)
10.

FORCE MAJEURE

10.1 A Party shall not be liable for failure to perform its obligations under this Collaboration Agreement, nor
be liable to any claim for compensation or damage, nor be deemed to be in breach of this
Collaboration Agreement, if such failure arises from an occurrence or circumstances beyond the
reasonable control of that Party (excluding an obligation to make payment).
10.2 If a Party affected by such an occurrence causes a delay of three (3) months or more, and if such
delay may reasonably be anticipated to continue, then the Parties shall, in consultation with the
Funding Body, discuss whether continuation of the Project is viable, or whether the Project and this
Collaboration Agreement should be terminated.
11.

ANTI-BRIBERY, CORRUPT GIFTS OR PAYMENTS
The Parties shall comply with all applicable laws, statues, regulations and codes relating to antibribery and anti-corruption including but not limited to the Bribery Act 2010 and not engage in any
activity, practice or conduct which would constitute an offence under the Bribery Act 2010.
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12. GENERAL
12.1 Clause headings are inserted in this Collaboration Agreement for convenience only, and they shall
not be taken into account in the interpretation of this Collaboration Agreement.
12.1 Nothing in this Collaboration Agreement shall create, imply or evidence any partnership or joint
venture between the Parties or the relationship between them of principal and agent.
12.3 Each Party shall ensure that it has well defined arrangements for investigating and resolving
allegations of research misconduct. Where an allegation of research misconduct arises in respect of
an individual Party's participation in the Project and leads to a subsequent formal investigation, the
relevant Party shall inform Lead University and the Funding Body of the investigation and its
outcome. Where an allegation of research misconduct arises in respect of several Parties'
participation in the Project, the relevant Parties will work together to determine how the allegation will
be investigated and reported.
12.4 No Party shall use the name or any trademark or logo of any other Party or the name of any of its
staff or students in any press release or product advertising, or for any other commercial purpose,
without the prior written consent of the Party(s).
12.5 Except as otherwise expressly provided for herein, the Parties confirm that nothing in this
Collaboration Agreement shall confer or purport to confer on any third party any benefit or any right to
enforce any term of this Collaboration Agreement for the purposes of the Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Act 1999.
12.6 This Collaboration Agreement and its Schedules (which are incorporated into and made a part of this
Collaboration Agreement) constitute the entire agreement between the Parties for the Project and no
statements or representations made by any Party have been relied upon by the other in entering into
this Collaboration Agreement. Any variation shall be in writing and signed by authorised signatories
for each Party.
12.7 This Collaboration Agreement shall be governed by English Law and the English Courts shall have
exclusive jurisdiction to deal with any dispute which may arise out of or in connection with this
Collaboration Agreement.
12.8 If any dispute arises out of this Collaboration Agreement the Parties will first attempt to resolve the
matter informally through designated senior representatives of each Party to the dispute, who are not
otherwise involved with the Project. If the Parties are not able to resolve the dispute informally within
a reasonable time not exceeding two (2) months from the date the informal process is requested by
notice in writing they will attempt to settle it by mediation in accordance with the Centre for Effective
Dispute Resolution (CEDR) Model Mediation Procedure.
12.9 If any one or more clauses or sub-clauses of this Collaboration Agreement would result in this
Collaboration Agreement being prohibited pursuant to any applicable competition law then it or they
shall be deemed to be omitted. The Parties shall uphold the remainder of this Collaboration
Agreement, and shall negotiate an amendment which, as far as legally feasible, maintains the
economic balance between the Parties.
12.10 This Collaboration Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which when
executed (and delivered) will constitute an original of this Collaboration Agreement, but all
counterparts will together constitute the same agreement. No counterpart will be effective until each
party has executed at least one counterpart.
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Schedules:
Schedule 1:

The
Project
Allocated Work)

Schedule 2:

The Contract (award letter)

Schedule 3:

Breakdown of costs to
Collaborating Party
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COMPLIANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998
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Objectives
ine main ooj ecnves or me proposea researcn [up to 4uuu cnars j
The main research objective of this research is to move beyond the analysis of exclusion/inclusion of Lesbian, Gay,

Li s t

Bisexual, Trans ; Queer (LGBTQ) communities in UK and India creating a liveability measure that can be adapted globally.
This is a new approach that will create new research parameters to understand how and when lives are liveable in LGBTQ
communities, using the UK and India as a starting point.

It will do this by developing innovative transnational PAR methodologies and a mixed methods design that refuse the
Global North-progress/Global South-backward dichotomies to

-transnationally identify what makes lives liveable for marginalised LGBTQ people. This will not take a comparative
approach as this presumes two places have distinct, static elements that are comparable that can be mined for similarities
and differences. It will look instead at the ways in which places produce differential liveabilities in the cracks and fissures of
regulatory normativities, where legislative change has supposedly been achieved and where it is still ongoing. How can
transnational activisms create and demand new forms of social justice?

-consider liveable lives constituted through policy and cultural indicators rather than focusing on violence/crime and/or
legislative change. as has been the focus of measures of inclusion/equalities. How can social marginalisation be addressed
given the emerging issues of legislative inclusions? What can make life more liveable beyond legal protections for those
marginalised by their sexual and gender difference in India and the UK?

-spatially explore liveability locally/nationally/transnationally, questioning the homogeneity of national proclamations of
'i nclusion'1'exclusion'. understanding that measures of national/supra-national legislative changes are not necessarily
locally experienced.

-engage with the ways in which intersectionalities/multiple marginalisations rework liveabilities working for and against the
inclusion of some LGBTQ people such that : for example the 'gay capital of the UK', Brighton, continues to be experienced
as transphobic.

-examine moves beyond inclusion/exclusion. This spatially nuanced research engagement both identifies what might
change in everyday spaces and then experiments with producing new social-spatial orders, exploring how places can be
made liveable for marginalised LGBTQ people. How life might be made liveable within and beyond these broader
legislative contexts? What makes place safer : more useable and how everyday practices can be altered to form new social
relations that work towards making positive encounters with difference commonplace?

-examine how to foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do
not share it (equalities duty 2c). This has proved to be one of the most difficult aspect of the Equalities Act 2010 to
implement (McGlynn : 2013, Browne and McGlynn 2012) and relates directly to questions of encounter within and beyond
the UK. How does one encounter difference in ways that fosters good relations' without negating the 'protected
characteristic' under assumptions of 'sameness'? How we might achieve 'inclusion' in ways that value difference? In what
ways can people feel part of society without conforming to restrictive norms?

-how can academics/activists intervene to make public spaces more open to encounters with difference that goes beyond
asking for legal protections for LGBTQ people? How might we create feelings of safety amongst marginalised people? In
what ways can we address the 'hate' in hate crime and gendered hierarchies in sexual harassment? How might difference
be encountered differently and not be subsumed within (assumed) sameness.
Summary
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Describe the proposed research in simple terms in a way that could be publicised to a general audience [up to 4U 0U chars]
The main research objective is to move beyond exclusion/inclusion of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, Queer (LGBTQ)
communities in UK and India creating a liveability model that can be adapted globally. Whilst work has been done to
explore the implications of Equalities legislation. including contesting the normalisations of neo-liberalisms, there has yet to
be an investigation into what might make every day spaces liveable for LGBTQ people. This project addresses social
exclusion, not only through identifying exclusions, but also by exploring how life might become liveable in everyday places
in two very different contexts.
In 2013 the Marriage (Same Sex) Act passed in the UK, and in India the Delhi High Court's reading down Indian Penal
Code 377 in 2009 to decriminalize sexual acts between consenting same-sex people was overturned by the Supreme
Court. Yet bullying, mental health and safety continue to be crucial to understanding British LGBTQ lives : in contrast the
overturned the revoke of Penal Code 377 2013. this has resulted in increased visibilities of LGBTQ people. These different
contexts are used to explore liveable lives as more than lives that are just 'bearable and moves beyond norms of
happiness and wellbeing
This research refuses to be fixed to understanding social liberations through the exclusion/inclusion, in place/out of place
dichotomies Using commonplace to move beyond in place' towards being common to the place itself. Place can then be
shared in common as well as collectively made in ways that do not necessarily impose normative agendas/regulatory
conditionalities. Social liberations are examined in the transformation of everyday encounters without conforming to
hegemonies or making 'normal' our own.
Whilst the focus is sexual and gender liberations, the project will enable considerations of others social differences It will
show how places produce differential liveabilities both where legislative change has been achieved and where it has just
been repealed. Thus, the project offers academic and policy insights into safety ; difference and vibrant and fair societies.
The study will use a 7 phase mixed methods design,
1. Project planning and research design, including formally establishing the advisory group and meeting 1, setting
milestones and setting in place all agreementsiethical approvals
2. Literature review exploring key measures used to rate and assess LGBTQ 'friendliness'/inclusion nationally, supranationally and internationally
3. A spatial assessment of LGBTQ liveabilities that includes, but moves beyond the measures identified in phase 2,
applying these at a local scale e g. policy indicators and place based cultural indicators
4. Twenty focus groups (80 participants. sample targeting marginalised LGBTQ people), coupled with online qualitative
questionnaires (150), and shorter SMS text questionnaires (200)/App responses (200) to identify add to the liveability index
created in phase 3 and what makes life unlliveable for a range of LGBTQ people and how this varies spatially
5. Participants in the data collection will be invited to reconfigure place through UK/India street theatre performances. These
will be video recorded, edited into one short video and widely distributed. Data will be collected by observing interactions;
on the spot audience surveys; reflections on the event
6. The research will analyse the data sets as they are collected. At the end of the data collection phase time will be taken to
look across all 4 data sets to create a liveability index
7. Research dissemination will be targeted at community and academic audiences, including end of project conferences in
India/UK collating policy/community reports, academic outputs.
The impact plan details the short (transnational support systems; empowerment of participants), medium (policy changes,
inform practice) and long-term (changing perceptions of LGBTQ people) social impacts and how these will be achieved.
Academic Beneficiaries
Describe wno will benefit rrom the researcn luo to

4000

cnarsi,

The wider context of social difference and spatial justice form the background to this research, and thus the project will be
of interest to a range of academics from different fields.
The main group of UK and international scholars who will be interested in the theoretical and methodological innovations of
this research will be:
- researchers, activists and policy analysts from a range of disciplines who work in the fields of social difference and social
justice
ESr1v106JB31r I
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- scholars and commentators who focus on social exclusions
- Academics in the fields of. social geographies: sexualities: gender difference: social policy: criminology, and sociology who
are interested in theories of social marginalisations, and how to address this to create socially just global communities
How they will benefit
Academic interest in social exclusion has focused on identifying forms, and manifestations, of exclusion. Recent thinking
has brought inclusions, particularly those obtained through equalities legislation, into question. Moving beyond the
inclusion/exclusion binaries, this research offers four core advances to scholarship in the areas identified above:
1. It offers new theorizations of liveability as that which moves beyond normativities. Much is known about social exclusion
but much less is known about liveabilities and how social, policy and cultural factors can account for this. The research will
produce a tool that critically interrogates conventional social 'happiness indicators, bringing into question national
measures of success/failure in LGBTQ equalities.
2. It addresses social science questions and key social policies through transnational academic/activist engagements,
directly intervening in the debates that hierarchize'Western democracies' as spaces of inclusion, vilifying exotic others as
'i nherently homophobic', synonymous with 'backward'. By putting India and the UK into dialogue : this research develops
theory that emerges through transnational activistlacademic engagements questioning hegemonies and narratives of
progress.
3. It explores how social-spatial orders might be altered in order to make difference commonplace rather than vilify,
fetishize or celebrate it. This creates theoretical insights into difference : encounter and social change.
4. The research develops methodologies that work between humanities theorisations and social science research methods,
in order to consider how experiences of place might be altered, rather than simply reporting their exclusionary 'nature'.
Using innovative methods emerging from both social sciences in the form of Participatory Action Research and developing
this by deploying Performance methodologies in social sciences, this research addresses social exclusions through using
social science data sets to inform street theatre performances that then act as experiments in social change.
In sum, this research will create a new tool for investigating liveabilities and rethink core tenets of academic engagements
with social exclusions through spatial considerations that move beyond in place/out of place binaries. It will challenge future
researchers to not only offer further understandings of social exclusion, but also to experiment with changing spaces to
make marginalised people feel commonplace. Thus, the research both furthers our understandings and our responsibilities
as academics engaged with issues of social justice.
Dissemination
-4 articles in academic journals (Annals of the Association of American Geographies from WP2&3; Sexualities, theories of
li veable lives and commonplace; Area research process; Antipode. street theatre data)
-A co-authored monograph with activists will explore the key concepts of liveable lives and the methodologies for not only
exploring this but affecting social change
- Conference presentations- all 2015 (European Geographies of Sexualities; Royal Geographical Society; UK Social Policy
Association, Indian Sociological Society).
Staff Duties
summarise the roles ana responsioinnes or eacn post Tor wnicn iunainq is sougni pup to zuuu cnaraciers
Kath Browne (0.4 FTE) is the Principal Investigator and has extensive experience of community engaged research that
affects policy and practice. She will have overall management of project; recruit and supervise UK RA; lead on a
monograph and 2 papers, second author on 2 further papers: bi-weekly online meetings with RT; facilitate advisory group;
supervise UK data collection/analysis; lead on app/SMS design and content: facilitate UK intervention; UK press releases;
report writing
Niharika Banerjea (0.3 FTE) is the Co-Investigator. Her work. India based : has created extensive community links and
developed thinking about gender, health and communities. Co-1 based in India from Jan 2014-Aug 2014, Dec 2014-Aug
2015. Dec 201 5-Jan 2015. Co-I responsibilities- recruit and supervise Indian RA, lead author on 2 papers. 2nd author on a
monograph, 2 further papers, weekly meeting with P1, co-facilitate advisory group, supervise Indian data collection/analysis;
supervise street theatre workshop facilitator; advise on app/SMS designicontent-, facilitate intervention in India; Indian press
releases; report writing.
ESi1v106UB3
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Researchers (1 India/i UK) recruited to collect and analyse qualitative and quantitative material and work effectively with
marginalised LGBTQ people. Responsibility for: community engagement, including ensuring appropriate involvement in the
advisory group; co-ordinate transnational communications between India and the UK; contribute to app/SMS design and
content: data collection in India and UK, recruitment and publicising of project; engaging in data analysis under supervision;
design of, and data collection during, street theatre including crowd surveys, audio/video recordings; contribute to
academic : policy and community written outputs, organise end of project conferences
Indian researcher co-supervised by Sappho for Equality (an Indian not for profit organisation) and located within Sappho,
keeping in regular contact with the Co-I when she is not in India.
I mpact Summary
i mpact aummary fpiease rerer to me neap Tor guidance on wnai to consiaer wnen compieuing finis secuon up to 4uuu cnarst
The most important beneficiaries of this research will be LGBTQ communities in India and the UK. The impacts of this
research will also be felt by policy makers : community groups/NGQs, police and safety services and non-LGBTQ people
and the liveability model in the longer-term could change the ways in which equalities/inclusion are assessed. These
beneficiaries and a summary of the impacts will be addressed in turn.
Collaborators from LGBTQ communities will be involved from the outset on the advisory group for this research and will be
tasked with ensuring that the research actions reflect the ethos of co-working and empowerment of marginalised groups.
Activists on the advisory group through transnational dialogue will create shared knowledges, engage in mutual learning
and develop new transnational support systems : such as networking, sharing painful experiences and receiving
support/advice from those in very different contexts. The liveability measure will be created with LGBTQ people to
establish what makes life liveable and this will be used to inform street theatre which aims to change the perceptions of
unsafe/uncomfortable places. Throughout the research and impact activities, the focus will be on how to make LGBTQ lives
more liveable.
The creation of a liveability measure has the potential to make a significant contribution to how 'equalities and 'inclusions'
are measured ; moving beyond tick boxes towards meaningful measures that account for multiple differences and spatial
variations nationally as well as cross-nationally. This aims to broaden understanding of social exclusions and how these
might be tackled. Broad use of the liveability measure has the potential to address issues of social difference, fairness and
social cohesion. This has significant policy implications in terms of how legislation is implemented and equality and
diversity practically manifest : improving policy and practices to address social exclusion and create just societies.
Policy reports and community summaries will use the liveability measure to rethink how social justice agendas are defined.
The liveability measure and the outcomes of street theatre will provide evidence and new thinking to NGQs and community
groups regarding the inclusion of diverse LGBTQ people in their work and how this may relate to social justice goals.
For the police and safety services in India and the UK the liveability measure will provide new information as well as build
and extend on other research that explores bullying : harassment : violence, suicidal harm and safety. It enables a
reconsideration of safety initiatives that seek to address homophobic, biphobic and transphobic hate crime, looking to
prevent hate crime alongside reporting agendas. For example : it will seek to directly address sexual harassment in public
spaces and thus looking to prevent such harassment beyond reporting to law enforcement agencies.
Further beneficiaries will be non-LGBTQ people who will be given means of encountering LGBTQ people as commonplace.
The project aims to initially momentarily change the perceptions of LGBTQ people. This will be achieved in part through
street theatre. It seeks to develop greater appreciation of the challenges and possibilities of social difference and how to
encounter difference differently, through the video of the street theatre performances on social media outlets- with the aim
of eliciting further responses and engagements. In addition it is hoped that spin off events will be encouraged through the
coverage of the street theatre and distribution of the final video. Harnessing social media will be done with an explicit
attempt to engage people in making public spaces open to difference beyond law enforcement/criminalisation.

The 'during' the project impacts, as well as the short, medium and long-term aims, and how these will be achieved

;

are

outlined in the Pathways to Impact Plan.
Ethical Information
Has consideration been given to any ethical matters raised by this proposal ?
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Please explain what, if any, ethical issues you believe are relevant to the proposed research project, and which ethical
approvals have been obtained, or will be sought if the project is funded? If you believe that an ethics review is not
necessary, please explain your view (available: 4000 characters)
A central focus of this project is to gain an understanding of what makes lives liveable and unliveable in relation to sexual
and gender difference. It will collect data from public institutions through online profiles and freedom of information
requests: new social media technologies and street theatre performances. The PI chairs a Faculty Ethics and Governance
Committee at the University of Brighton and has undertaken research with marginalised LGBTQ people for over 10 years.
The Co-1 has experience of undertaking socially based sexualities and gender identities research in diverse areas of India.
This research will be conducted by informed consent. In addition, a collaborative process of decision-making will ensure
knowledge is created 'with participants not on the participants. All research will be designed to have collective ownership
including the research team, participants and activists. Formal procedures will involve consent forms and information
sheets but all participants will be part of the co-creation of knowledge in the research.
Fully informed consent will be obtained for focus group and questionnaire data. Where sensitive topics are addressed
support will be offered SMS/APP data offer a challenge in terms of ensuring that those who participate understand that
they are consenting to have their ideas and experiences used in research. In order to ensure that this is clear: all
advertising will name the research; the app and SMS messages will link to the aims of the research. ESRC/University
branding will be used on the research app. and after the question in each text, it will state that their answers will form part
of a research project and offer guidance on where to find out more about the project. In this way we will create informed
consent.
The street theatre may be in public space and participants will be fully informed of the intention to distribute this video via
the internet and consent will be obtained. Audience members will not be identifiable in the final version.
There is a small risk to those participating in street theatre in that creating new spaces may be antagonistic. This risk will be
mitigated against by informing the police of the event : seeking a large group of people to participate, keeping the time and
place within the group. As this risk can only ever be partially mitigated against, participants will be made aware (and indeed
will already know) of both the risks and precautions being taken. They will be invited to suggest further tactics, all of which
will be followed if they are possible.
All data will be kept confidential through anonymisation where necessary, password protected electronic files and secure
storage in locked cabinets for any paper documents.

Governance
Although a collaborative project ; the PI and the Co-I who will make key decisions regarding the processes of the project will
oversee this project and they will be responsible for the delivery of the project. The research team, consisting of the PI. CoI, RAs and one community member (CM) from the UK and one from India. will meet once a month electronically and make
decisions using these meetings and other electronic communication methods.. The PI and the RA, CM will be responsible
for local decisions in the UK, and Co-I, RA and CM in India will be responsible for such decisions in India. Both will follow
the programme of work that will be put in place after the initial the advisory group meeting and revisited at the second
meeting with a final check in the third meeting.
With advice from the advisory group and the research team will decide how, where, why and what data, personal
information is managed. The advisory group will be given specific decisions to make regarding data
collectionlrecrutiement/enhancing quality and analysis/dissemination.
At the conclusion of the project the research team will make decisions, with advice from individual members of the advisory
group if required.
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Summary of Resources Required for Project

Financial resources
Summary
Fund heading
fund heading
Directly
Staff
Incurred
Travel &
Subsistence

Directly
Allocated

% ESRC

Cost

contribution

contribution

37599.00

30079.20

80

11520.00

9216.00

80
80

43130.00

34504.00

Sub-total

92249.00

73799.20

Investigators

39965.53

31972.42

80

9919.00

7935.20

80

0.00

0.00

80

49884.53

39907.62

59717.00

47773.60

80

Estates Costs
Al located
Sub-total
Indirect Costs Indirect Costs
Staff

0.00

0.00

100

Other Costs

33447.00

33447.00

100

Sub-total

33447.00

33447.00

235297.53

194927.42

Total
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Summary of staff effort reauested
Months

Full economic
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Investigator
Researcher
Technician
Other
Visiting Researcher
Student
Total

7.25
18
0
0
0
0
25.25
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Other Support
Details of support sought or received from any other source for this or other research in the same field.
Other support is not relevant to this application.
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Staff
Directly Incurred Posts
EFFORT ON
PROJECT
Period
Role

Name (Post Identifier

Start Date

on

% of Full

Project

Time

Basic

Increment

Scale

Starting

Date

( months)

Researcher

Research Assistant

01/06/2014

18

100

AC2

01/09/2014

London

Super-

Allowan annuation

Salary

ce (E)

and NI (£)

31644

0

6884
Total

Total cost on
grant (£)

37599
37599

Applicants

Post will
Role

Name

outlast
project
(YIN)

Principal
Investigator
GoInvestigator

Contracted

Total number of hours to be

working week as a charged to the grant over
of full time work the duration of the grant

Dr Kath Browne

Y

100

991

Dr Niharika Banerjea

Y

100

0

Average number of
hours per week
charged to the

grant

Rate of
Salary
pool/banding

15
0
Total
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Cost estimate

66542

39966

0

0
39966
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Travel and Subsistence
Destination and purpose
Within UK
London RGS Conference Trains & Tube
Outside UK 3 x UK attendees to Conference in India
Outside UK Dr K Browne Conference Attendance United States
Outside UK Events and Meetings in Calcutta. India x 3 UK researchers

Total £
120

Total £
Other Directly Incurred Costs
Description
OVERSEAS: SAPPHO India Project Partner! Delivery Organisation - Charity: (a)
Transcription Costs, (b) RA 18 months FTE 1 0 input. (c) Report Production in India
and (d) Translation services and Computing costs
Specialist Development of the App, associated software and 'application of the App
Advisory Group Meetings x 3
London Conference Fees (RGS conference)
SMS Messaging Costs for participants in india 10 x SMS messages x 200
participants @ £0.05 per SMS message - total of
UK Conference Organisation including venue hire
UK Project - Community Report Production
United States Conference - Fees
Web Portal Design & Search Engine Optimisation
OVERSEAS: INTERNATIONAL CO-] costs: Salary (Direct Costs Only): FTE 0.3
(30%) over 18 months
OVERSEAS: INTERNATIONAL Co-I Costs - NON STAFF COSTS: Travel &
Subssistence 3 x trips to UK: 1 x trip to Kolkata, India; 3 x trips from India to UK
OVERSEAS: INTERNATIONAL Co-] Costs (Non staff costs): Independent

4500
1500
5400
11520

Total £
18000
19000
300
200
100
2500
150
280
2600
25559
7462
426

Videographer to film event in India and produce edited digital copy (4 days)
Total £

76577

Timetable estimates of the number of months afterthe start of the project to reach the following stages:
Stage
Number of Months
Completion of all preparation and design work
1
Commencement of fieldwork or material/informationldata collection phase
2
of study
Completion of fieldwork or collection phase of study
10
Commencement of analysis phase of study (substantive phase where
12
research facilities are involved)
13
Completion of analysis phase of study
14
Commencement of writing-up of the research
17
Completion of preparation of any new datasets for archiving
18
Completion of writing-up
Data Collection
If the research involves data

lExisting

collection or acquisition, please

on democracy, public sector, migration, faith and citizenship.

indicate how existing datasets have

These datasets do not offer transnational data;

been reviewed and state why

understandings of experiences of legislative equalities or

currently available datasets are

how just societies are created socio-temporally. They do not

inadequate for this proposed

directly pertain to questions of safety, utilise experimental

research. If you do not state to the

techniques or engage with PAR.

ata sets on LGBTQ lives focus

contrary, it will be assumed that you
(as principal applicant) are willing for
your contact details to be shared
with the affiliated data support
ESIMOD093111
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service (UK Data Service) working
with the Research Councils
Will the research proposed in this

Yes

application produce new datasets?
Will this data be

3 Quantitative
3 Qualitative

Please give a brief description of the Assessment of liveabilities, focus groups; online
datasets.

questionnaires; App/SMS responses; video recording and

It is a requirement to offer data for

audience responses to street theatre
Anonymised data will be submitted to the UK Data Service.

archiving. Please include a

for exceptions see data management plan and alternative

statement on data sharing. If you

arrangements.

believe that further data sharing is
not possible, please present your
argument here justifying your case.
Who are likely to be the users

Academic, policy makers. practitioners

(academic or non-academic) of the
dataset(s)?
Please outline costs of preparing

Costs will be included with the research costs.

and documenting the data for
archiving to the standards required
by the affiliated data support service
(UK Data Service) working with the
Research Councils.
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Classification of Proposal
(a) User Involvement
The nature of any user engagement should be indicated
Design
Execution
Dissemination

x
x
x

Training
Not applicable
Proposal Classifications
Research Area:
Research Areas are the subject areas in which the programme of study may fall and you should select at least one of
these. Once you have selected the relevant Research Area(s) : please ensure that you set one as primary. To add or
remove Research Areas use the relevant link below. To set a primary area, click in the corresponding checkbox and then
the Set Primary Area button that will appear.

Please select one or more Research Areas
Subject
Topic

Keyword

Human Geography

Social Geography [Primary]

Human Geography
Human Geography
Human Geography
Human Geography
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology

Social Geography [Primary]
Social Geography [Primary]
Social Geography [Primary]
Social Geography [Primary]
Womens and Gender Studies
Womens and Gender Studies
Womens and Gender Studies
Womens and Gender Studies

Sociology

Womens and Gender Studies

Sociology
Sociology

Womens and Gender Studies
Womens and Gender Studies

Geographies of gender
Geographies of sexuality
Identity geographies
Marginalisation & Segregation
Power
Queer studies
Women
LGBT
Exploitation and oppression
Feminism

Qualifier
Qualifiers are terms that further describe the area of study and cover aspects such as approach and geographical focus.
Please ensure you complete this section if relevant.

To add or remove Qualifiers use the links below.
Type
Approach
Approach
Approach
Approach
Approach
Collaboration location region
Collaboration location region
Collaboration location region
Geographic Area
Geographic Area
Geographic Area
Project Engagement
Project Engagement
Project Engagement
Project Engagement
Project Engagement
Project Engagement

by
by
by
by
by
by

Name
International Comparative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Technique/Method Development
Theory Development
England
S Asia (Pakistan to Indonesia)
UK & Ireland
England
S Asia (Pakistan to Indonesia)
UK & Ireland
Academic Users
Central and Local Government
General Public
Press and Media
Student Teachers & Undergrads
Third Sector

Sector
Sector
Sector
Sector
Sector
Sector

'age

12

of
i ge

13
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Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Public Engagement
Time Period

Audience
Audience
Audience
Audience
Audience
Methodology
Methodology
Methodology
Methodology
Methodology
Methodology
Methodology

Audiences for diversity
Government/policy-makers
Street audience/passers-by
Those affected by issue
Unusual venue audience
Game or play activity
Lecture
Mass media
Publication
Theatre/drama/performance
Website dominated activity
Workshop
Contemporary

Free-text Keywords:
Free-text keywords may be used to describe the programme of study in more detail. To add a keyword : you first need to
search existing Research Areas by entering the keyword in the Search box and selecting the Filter button.

If the keyword is adequately reflected by one of the terms displayed below, click in the corresponding checkbox then select
Save. If no potential matches are displayed, or none of those displayed are suitable select the Add New button followed by
the Save button to add it as a descriptor.

To add or remove those previously added use the links below.
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Pathwa y 's to impact: (I) Specfie users this work might he of interest to and how they will herae it:
The main beneficiaries of this research will be LGBTQ communities and those Who work to improve the
lives of marginalised people. The research will be created through transoutiunal Participatory Action
Research and as such aims to create impact through the processes of research. Thus, impacts arise during the
lifetime of the research with short-term impacts being felt immediately following the project. Medium and
longer-term impacts will he derived from the research outcomes, when taken up by policy makers, scholars,
NGO's and LGBT and non-LGBT people. The processes and results of the project will seek to address:
'Those who are excluded because of their gender and sexual identities, including LGBTQ communities.
These are the main bcneticiaries of this research, as it seeks not onl y to understand marginalisation but also
to create fairer societies.
'Academic researchers inform future research particularly in social justice (see Academic Beneficiaries);
•Policy makers, community organisations and NGOs, within the UK and India in particular and in general
globally. The liveability model will be particularly useful here.
'UK Policy makers: a core duty of the Equality Act 2010 is Equalities duty C 'to foster good relations
between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it'. This has
been found to be the most difficult to implement (McGlynn, 2013; Browne & McGlynn, 2012), and this
research will create significant impact in this key area of UK social policy and practice.
'Activists in India. Following the recriminalization of LGBTQ people in India in 2013, activists are
strategically working to tight the Supreme Court . judgment at various levels. This research will he an
important tool for activists to advocate for the decriminalization of LGBTQ people.
'The wider public, to improve their understanding of what makes life liveable for LGBTQ people and how
everyday interactions with difference can affect social change.
The delivery and development of the following Impact Plan will be lead by the P1. I lowever, as with all
aspects of this research the advisory group will play a key role and it will he the responsibility of all project
team members to engage with impact activities as a core aspect of their activities. Impact will form an
agenda item for all research team/advisory group meetings as it is core to the success of the project. l.eaders
for individual impact-related tasks will he discussed throughout the project and leadership given not onl y to
academics but also to those co-producing knowledges where appropriate.
Methods used to engage with these groups:
Networks are already in place with key community groups/NGOs in Brighton and Kolkata to ensure local
engagement with this transnational research project. The following methods relate to the processes of the
research itself, which will prove beneficial to those involved and those in the street theatre spaces:
•Throughout this research the advisory group will work across India and the UK to discuss key issues, share
visions and tactics, and consider modes of addressing exclusion u rnpact: Transnational dialogue and
support systems, shared knowledges/good practice, LGBTQ activists can often feel isolated and such support
systems can be vital in sustaining activisms, this project will develop skill sharing, dialogue and support]
•Marginalised LGBT/Q people will he invited to co-design the research, through their position on the
advisory group. [Impact: personal empowerment of those usually unheard and ignored in research and who
in their daily lives experience marginalisation, stigmatisation and exclusion]
•LGBTQ people will identify their conditions of liveability, moving beyond current inclusion'/'equality'
measures [I mpact: Empowerment of LGBTQ people to define their own terms of liveability]
'Using street theatre to change perceptions of unsafe/uncomfortable places [Impact: although this will be
short lived, it is hoped that LGBTQ people will begin to see the longer term malleability of place]
'Conversely the aim of the street theatre is to address the core reasons that spaces are uncomfortable/unsafe.
Audience reactions and other measures will explore the ways in which street theatre can change the ways in
which difference is encountered and augment liveability [Impact: future users of these spaces; non-LGBTQ
people and how they encounter difference and as a result LGBTQ people that they encounter]
The following methods, centered on the outputs produced towards the end of the project, will be used to
deliver short-tern impacts (0-12 months after the project) to non-academic beneficiaries:
'Key findings from will be presented at a specially convened end of project conference in the UK and India
in 2016. The PI and Col, as well as members of the advisory group and activists will be invited to give
presentations at this event and help to develop the programme and list of participants (to include government
and NGO representation). Community summaries in English and major Indian languages will be prepared to
maximise potential impact. [I mpact: making results available to media, policy makers, and NGOs and the
wider public to improve awareness of social exclusions and how these might he tackled- impact is more
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likely in the long-term but the research will have an impact on LGBT police safety policy in the short term];
.Dialogue between Indian and UK activists through attending and video conferencing throughout the
research [I mpact: creating transnational alliances and support networks, sharing good practice];
•Results will be disseminated at a specially convened session of the Royal Geographical Society conference
in 2016 on the theme: 'Liveable Lives: Geographies of Social Justice'. The programme and list of speakers
(academics, policy makers and representatives of international NGOs) will be developed with advisory
group. [I mpact: using data to inform discussion among researchers, practitioners and policy makers on how
societies can identify and address ongoing social marginalisations];
'Summary results will be made available through a dedicated website alongside policy reports and
community summaries. [Impact: i mproving the wider understanding; providing data for policy makers and
community groups to use in developing their practice and polices];
'Local, national and International LGBTQ and mainstream media will be regularly updated on the findings
of the research and invited to/informed about the end of project conference [Impact: Broader awareness of
liveability index and awareness of negative encounters with difference].
Medium-term impacts (12-24 months alter the project) may arise from a range of activities discussed
with partners during the course of the project but developing mainly from the research outputs:
'Academic book used in Indian and UK Universities educating undergraduate and postgraduate students
regarding LGBTQ lives [I mpact: changing the perceptions and understandings of social change];
'New policies and interventions regarding hate crime, creating more liveahle spaces for LGBTQ people
[I mpact: i mproving policy and practices to address social exclusion and create just societies];
'Local and National governments, NGOs, community groups and others in the UK and India, begin to use
data generated b y the project to develop practices that create liveable lives further developing the
liveabilities model. [I mpact: more meaningful policies and practices that do not reiterate normalisations];
'The video of street theatre as it is distributed and shared locally, nationally and internationally. [Impact:
changing the perceptions of LGBTQ people, changing how differences are encountered; new learning and
understanding to inspire others to engage more meaningfully with social difference].
Longer-term impacts ( 2 -8 years alier the project) will depend on the willingness of end-users and
partners to pursue the opportunities presented by the research and on the availability of new resources
(financial, personnel) to develop these opportunities. The longer-term impacts might include:
'Ongoing dialogue and collaborations between project partners and activists [impact: transnational support
networks; mutual learning, and practice sharing];
'Closer relationships between LGBTQ groups, governments and NGOs, and academics. I I mpact: greater
trust in the value of research; more informed and socially equitable policy];
•Greater exposure of ongoing issues of social difference in the UK, Indian and international media. I I mpact:
the wider public have a greater appreciation of the challenges and possibilities of social difference and how
to encounter difference differently, changing encounters with LGBTQ differences];
'Broad use of the liveability tool to understand and address issues of social difference, fairness and social
cohesion. II mpact: Global engagement with meaningful social change in ways that work towards sexual
and gender liherations]
Measures of success:
The measures of success of our methods for generating short-term impact are as follows:
• Feedback from advisory group members regarding the effects of their involvement;
- Feedback from audience members at the street theatre regarding the effect on their opinions;
• Changes to practices/policies identified by those attending the conferences;
• Use of reports in practice and for policy making;
• Monitoring of the street theatre video and comments regarding the impact it has had online;
Capabilities
Browne (PI) and Banerjea (CoI) are experienced in engaging with impact activities. Browne's research
Count Me In Too changed local and national policy and practice and has influenced international arenas in
the area of LGBTQ equalities. Both have worked extensively with community groups as well as developing
community orientated and policy targeted publications. Impact activities will be undertaken by the teamboth academic members of staff and researchers.
Resource implications
The resources allocated will be for: a) collaborative research meetings including rooms and refreshments and
translation; b) website and app technologies, including translation costs; c) publication of reports in three
languages; d) street theatre facilitation and transnational co-operation and e) conference costs.
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Case for Support
Making Liveable Lives: Rethinking Social Exclusion
This research will create a tool to model liveability for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans, Queer (LGBTQ)
people beyond juridico-legal protections and economic opportunities including commonplace. The main
research objective is to move beyond the analysis of exclusion/inclusion of LGBTQ communities in the UK
and India and explore how, when and where lives become unliveable for LGBTQ people.
Academic interest in social exclusion has focused on identifying manifestations of exclusion. Recent
thinking has brought inclusions, particularly those obtained through equalities legislation, into question. For
example, critical framings of safety see legislative change as inadequate without social transformation (Perry
2001; Browne et al 2011; Ilubbard 2013) and supposedly inclusive legislation can reiterate existing power
relations creating new (stigmatized) others, and/or demand sarneness/normalisations that undermine the
differences that constitute vibrant societies (Duggan, 2002; Richardson 2005; Richardson & Monro 2012).
This project is transformative because it moves beyond binary thinking about social inclusion/exclusion, to
address how liveable lives become possible. Liveable lives are lives that are more than just bearable' (Butler
2004) . They transcend normative routes to happiness (Ahmed 2010). To date liveability has been addressed
primarily in terms of availability of cultural infrastructure and economic opportunities (Florida 2004). This
research will create new models of liveability by exploring how 'best to live' (Butler 2012).
Geographies of exclusion distinguish between being in place/out of place (Sibley 1994; Cresswell 1995),
understanding place as creating social dilTerence (Soja 2009). The research is revolutionary because place is
seen as key to making lives liveable and it reworks inclusion/exclusion (in place/out of place) towards new
concepts of commonplace. As well as the material conditions of liveabilities outside of neo-lihcral models
( Amin 2006), commonplace sees that places can be shared in common and collectively made, without
imposing normative conditionalities, making positive encounters with difference common. Thus, social
liberations that transform everyday encounters need not find normal and make] it our own' (Clare 2002).
Progress in LGBTQ inclusions can be seen as moving from the core' (UK/EU) to the 'periphery' (often
former colonies). Disrupting Global North/Global South divides intervenes into debates that hierarchize
`
Western democracies' as spaces of inclusion, vilifying exotic others' as `inherently homophobic' and
synonymous with backwardness' (Pear, 2007; Kulpa and Mizielinskia 2011). This research creates theory
between places by exploring how liveahilities are produced across local/national/transnational boundaries
and developing theory through transnational activist/academic engagements that question hierarchies.
India and the UK have been chosen due their ongoing economic, social and cultural connections as well as
legislative differences in LGBTQ equalities. In the UK same sex-marriage is imminent and this country is
seen as one of the most advanced' in LGBTQ legislative equalities, yet safety measures point to a lack of
safety and abuse (Moran et al. 2004; Browne & Lim 2008) and heterolhomonormative progress trajectories
are refuted by levels of mental health diflicultieslsuicidal distress that unevenly affect LGBTQ people (King
et al. 2003; Johnson 2007). In India section 377 of the Indian Penal Code was read down in 2{}{}9
decriminalizing same-sex sexual acts, but reinstated in 2013. Violent crime continues against LGBTQ
people. The primacy of the criminal paradigm in UK LGBTQ safety policy and the increasing involvement
of the police in India, results in a reliance on the reporting of `crime' that fails to recognise that liveable lives
are not created through retribution or only the freedom from the fear of crime.
By investigating new encounters where those who are negatively marked as different are made to be
commonplace without requiring sameness, this project will enable considerations of social differences
besides sexualities/gender where commonplace is a scholarly project and one political goal (Meleo-Erwin
2012). Thus, this project is transformative because it transnationally rethinks the dualisms of social
exclusion/inclusion offering academic/policy insights into safety, difference and vibrant and fair societies.
ESRC priority areas: This research directly addresses the theme `A vibrant and fair society' and power,
Place and identities. It understands `fairness' as produced through more than legal inclusion and sees social
justice, and thus a just society, as possible only when LGBTQ lives are liveable in everyday spaces. Power,
place and identity are mutually constituted in the creation of society, such that addressing social difference
through place is ke y to developing social justice and vivacity.
Approach: Using innovative transnational Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodologies the research
will work with activists/scholars between India and the UK to: /.develop a transnational understanding of
what makes lives liveable LGBTQ people; 2.consider liveable lives rather than focusing on violence/crime
and/or legislative change (often the focus of indices of inclusion/equalities); 3.spatially explore liveability
understanding that measures of national legislative changes are not necessarily locally experienced; 4.engage
with the ways in which intersectionalities re-work liveabilities; 5.explore how places can be made liveable
for marginal ised LGBTQ people by experimenting with new social-spatial orders.
Methodology: Delivered through 7 work packages with work undertaken by the research team (RT- made
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LI

P of PI, Co -I, RAs and a UK and Indian community member) overseen by an advisory group of LGBTQ
activists and international scholars working across UK and India to conceptualise various dimensions of
liveability through locally-developed measures and qualitative criteria:
l'V PI: Project planning and research design, including formally establishing the advisory group and meeting
1, setting milestones and setting in place all agreements/ethical approvals (month I ).
WP2: Literature review exploring key related measures including: LGBTQ 'friendliness'/inclusion
nationally/internationally; social indicators of 'happiness' and wellbeing. This will begin the formation of a
liveability model for LGBTQ people (Qi, Data set 1, policy report I months 1-3).
WP3: Mapping of local policy implementation using publicly available material and freedom of information
requests, this will build on the measures identified in WP2 (Data set 2, policy report 2 month 3-4).
W4: 20 focus groups (80 participants, sample targeting cross section including age, ethnicity, class/caste),
will qualitatively explore what makes life un/liveable for LGBTQ people focusing on contrasting areas
identified in WP3. These will inform online qualitative questionnaires (500), and shorter SMS text
questionnaires (400)/App responses (400) to transnationally map liveahilities. This is important because
safety measures often test for abuse, but do not identify what makes life liveable or difference commonplace
( Q1,2, Data set 3: focus groups, data set 4: questionnaires, data set 5: App/SMS responses: month 4-10).
W P5: Participants will he invited to experiment in creating new socio-spatial orders by reconfiguring place
to produce liveable moments and make difference commonplace through street theatre performances. Street
theatre, as a public intervention, can spontaneously assemble people in everyday space and engage them in
social dialogue, imagining new possibilities for liveable lives that can he remade in sustainable ways. Two
( UK/India) performances will he video recorded, edited into one video and widely distributed to create
international awareness of liveabilities beyond legislation. Data will he collected by observing interactions;
audience surveys; participant reflections (Q2,3 Data set 6: video, data set 7: audience data month 10-12).
WPO: The research will anal y se the data sets as the y are collected allowing each WP to build on the other. At
the end of the data collection phase, time will he taken to look across all 6 data sets to modify and release a
liveability model and identify what creates liveable lives for LGBTQ people (Q 1-3 month 13-14).
VP7: Presenting the research targeting communit y and academic audiences, including end of project
conferences in India/U K, collating policy/community reports, academic outputs (month 15-18).
This approach is innovative because it is the first trcrnsncational PAR research project in sexualities. It will
work cross-nationally to share visions, skills and support between activists in India and the UK putting the
Global North/Global South into conversation. LGBTQ people will work with the academics to design the
research, participate in analysis and co-create outputs forming co-research where expertise is located in
communities and the academy. Experiments with solutions to tackling social marginalization will allow
innovative insights into altering problematic encounters with difference.
Project Deliver y and Risk Management The PI (experienced in research that works across
community/policylacadetnia) will oversee the project with responsibility for: timescales, achieving the
overall objectives of the research, liaising/reporting to fenders, UK deliverables, UK RA and managing RT
relationships. The Co-[,,,' (experienced in working across India and has strong links with LGBTQ
communities) key responsibilities: India deliverables, Indian RA, writing. The RT will meet hi-weekly via
Skype to undertake key tasks to achieve ROs, check progress/quality and highlight problems. A risk of nonengagement will he mitigated through a diverse advisory team with multiple connections across India and
the UK, and use of existing media and social networks. The research will offer various levels of participation
from short answer SMS/App responses to longer online questionnaires to in-depth focus groups. This will
enable the project to have a broader reach and mitigate research fatigue.
The advisory group will: set key milestones, advise on research design (meeting 1); evaluate progress, assess
data quality/reach and set areas for improvement (meeting 2, mid-WP4); advise on dissemination/user
engagement/impact (meeting 3). Throughout advice will be sought from this group on an ad hoc basis.
Measurable outcomes: no./diversity of participants; 4 journal articles; activist/academic authored
monograph; 4 conference presentations; app/SMS use; audience measures from street theatre; take-up rates
of project workshops/conferences and evaluation; website hit rates/downloads no. of views of project video.
Scientific and societal impact: Creation of a measure of liveability to be adapted globally; transnational
PAR to effect social change; experiments in socio-spatial change to create new knowledge about sociospatial productions of difference/safety of interest to geography, social policy, sexualities/gender studies and
criminology. Both the P[ (UK) and the Co-1 (India) have extensive experience of working with LGBTQ
communities, policy makers, practitioners and providers. The impact plan details the short (transnational
activist networks; safe spaces; address equality duty 2c), medium (policy and practice changes) and longterm (changing perceptions of LGBTQ people) social impacts and how these will be achieved.
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Justification of Resources
Directly Allocated Costs — Staff (£39,965.53)
The PI, Dr Katherine Browne (University of Brighton) and the Co-[, Dr Niharika Banerjea
(University of Southern Indiana) will devote 7.25 months, collectively, of Investigator time to
the project. In the case of Dr Browne this equates to an average of 15 hours per week on
the research project (991 hours in total). Dr Niharika Banerjea is spending the equivalent of
an entire semester on the project spread across the project at key periods to maximise her
contribution to the research. Both the Pl and Co-I are essential to the success of the
research project. Dr Banerjea's time is costed against 'Other Directly Incurred Costs' — see
below. Dr Browne has considerable experience of undertaking research focussed on the
LGBTQ community that enhances policy and practice in the area. She has undertaken
research internationally and transnationally. Her expertise in this area will be crucial to the
success of the project.
Directly Incurred Costs — Travel and Subsistence (Overseas & UK - £11,520)
Travel and subsistence costs are requested to enable the project team to conduct the
research work with the research project participants in India and to attend relevant
conferences to disseminate the results of the research and to present the work undertaken.
These costs are relatively modest given the duration of the project and the international
nature of the collaboration. Overseas costs account for £11,400 of the total for Travel and
Subsistence. This resource is needed to allow the project team to travel to India for key
periods of the research. In addition, the PI will spend time at a Conference in the United
States which is considered crucial for the purposes of disseminating the research and
developing thinking in the area of transnational sexualities work. The overseas travel and
subsistence include airfares and low-cost accommodation for the PI to travel from the UK to
India to attend workshops and to oversee the implementation of the methodology to be used
in gathering research evidence. One of these trips will co-incide with the Indian Sociological
Society conference in 2015 where the PI and Co-I will present interim results to key!
influential Indian academic research communities. In addition, three members of the
research team will travel from the UK to India to attend the final conference in Calcutta
having worked together transnationally for 18 months. This will enable the activists in India
and the UK to develop sustainable relationships. The UK travel and subsistence costs of
£120 are requested for the PI to attend a Royal Geographical Society (RGS) conference to
present the interim results of the research to engage a key audience / research community
involved in geographical research.
Directly Incurred Costs — Staff (£37,599)
Resources for a Postdoctoral Research Assistant (PDRA) based at the University of
Brighton are requested as part of the project budget. The PI and Co-1 believe this cost is
justified because it will enable the research to benefit from a full-time researcher based in
the UK who will assist with co-ordinating the project activities on a daily basis for the 18
months duration of the research. In addition, the PDRA will assist the PI and Co-I and the
Research Assistant based in India (SAPPHO) to monitor progress, gather evidence and
assist in the research delivery — liaising with project participants and to develop skills that
can be deployed on future research in an International research context.
Other Directly Incurred Costs (E68,673)
The project requires the engagement of a specialist partner I sub-contractor in India
(SAPPHO). This charitable organisation will undertake a number of key tasks which are
essential to the success of the research — most notably the provision of a local full-time
research assistant to work on the participation in the research from individual members of
1
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the LGBTQ community in India. In addition, SAP RHO will provide local translation and
transcription services during the project and produce the final project report for
dissemination in India. This cost will also cover a laptop for the researcher. The PI/Co-I
believe these costs are justified as the most effective mechanism for engaging local
expertise at the lowest cost to the project (£18,000).
One of the innovative aspects of this proposal is the development of an Android I iPhone
based application (App) for use in collecting data within the project. This will be used to
encourage the UK participants to provide data in a more user-friendly format; data can be
collected automatically; reminders can be sent to participants; the App can be developed
used for future research projects in the social sciences, humanities, arts, physical sciences,
engineering and other research disciplines. For this reason, resources of £19,000 are
requested within the project budget to ensure that the expertise and quality needed to
develop this App are in place.
Modest resources are requested to cover costs for Advisory Group meetings (£300), RGS
Conference fees (£200), UK Conference organisation and venue (£2,500), Conference fees
for the conference in the United States (£280) and a fully developed web portal enabling
sophisticated functionality, search engine optimisation, design and promotion (£2,600). The
end of project costs in India and the UK will be used for rooms, equipment, administrative
costs and refreshments, these conferences will attract community members, policy makers
as well as the academic attendees. They will be key to the short, medium and long terms
impact of the research (£2,500 as above). These resources are justified on the basis of the
scale of the project, the essential nature of the expenditure to the successful delivery of the
research, the dissemination of the research results and the management of the project to
ensure the project is delivered on time. These will also ensure that the research operates in
collaborative ways and has the greatest possible impact. A very small cost of £100 is
requested to enable those research participants in India who do not have access to a
smartphone to use SMS messaging on older mobile devices.
Justification for International Co-Investigator Costs (£33,447)
Resources are requested by the International Co-Investigator, Dr Niharika Banerjea for her
time on the project (funding is not available direct from her RO — University of Southern
Indiana, or from a US-based research funder for her participation in this project). This will
enable the project to benefit from Dr Banerjea's expertise in social sciences research
conducted in India and her experience of working in a transnational and International
context (India, United States of America and UK). Dr. Banerjea will be able to work on this
project full time when she is in India; her commitment to this research is crucial to its crosscultural research objectives, delivery and dissemination. The University of Southern Indiana
is requesting Direct Costs only (Direct salary costs, travel and videographer expertise).
Costs for Dr Banerjea's salary are £25,559 (FTE 0.3) and travel and subsistence costs for
journeys from India to the UK and for Dr Banerjea and 3 researchers I activists to travel to
the UK from India including flights and subsistence (in total £7,462) are requested to enable
the research team to analyse research results and participate in project meetings and
events. Finally, the International Co-I requests relatively modest funding of £426 to engage
an independent videographer to capture, edit and produce visual evidence of key aspects of
the project involving project participants as part of the dissemination plans for the research.
Overall, the total International Co-Investigator costs represent just over 14% of the total
project resource — well within the 30% ceiling set by ESRC within this specific call. As
required by ESRC Policy on International Co-Investigators, a full breakdown of costs table
and a supporting letter from the University of Southern Indiana justifying a request for ESRC
funding towards Dr Banerjea's salary for this research are provided as separate attachments
with this proposal.
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NIHARIKA BANERJEA
Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal Justice Studies
College of Liberal Arts, University of Southern Indiana
8600 University Boulevard, Evansville, Indiana, 47712
812.465.7052 (office) 919.208.8871 (mobile)
nbanerjea(usi.edu
http ://www. usi . e d u/ l i b arts/so c i o/n b a ne rj e a. a sp
EDUCATION
Ph.D., Sociology; University at Buffalo, The State University of New York, 2007
M.Phil., Sociology; Delhi School of Economics, University of Delhi. India; 1997
M.A., Sociology; Delhi School of Econoinics, University of Delhi. India, 1995
B.A., Sociology (Honors); Presidency College, University of Calcutta, India, 1993
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Associate Professor; Sociology, University of Southern Indiana, 2013-present
Assistant Professor; Sociology, University of Southern Indiana, 2007-2013
Instructor; Sociology, Universit y at Buffalo, The State University of New York, 2004-2007
Field Investigator and Researcher; Social Science and lirannunization, a project for the Centre for
Development [conomics, Delhi School of Economics, Delhi. India, 1997-1998
Field Investigator and Researcher; Primary Education in India, a project for the Centre for
Development I-.conomics, Delhi School of Economics, Delhi, India. 1995
Field Investigator and Researcher; Tourism in India, a project undertaken by The Action Research
Unit, a non-profit organization in Dehradun, India, 1994
PUBLICATIONS:
Banerjea, Niharika (forthcoming). "Critical Urban Collaborative Eth.nographies: Articulating
Community and Activism with Women Loving Women in Kolkata, India." Gender, Place &
Culture: A Journal of Fetninist Geography.

Banerjea, Niharika. 2011. "Special Economic Zones and Middle-Class Connectivity in Urbanizing
India." Global Studies Journal 3 (4): 127-140.
Banerjea, Niharika. 2011. "Voluntary Participation and Poor Women's Work: A Critical
Examination of a Community Health Improvement Initiative in a Kolkata Slum."
Contemporary South A sia 19 (4): 427-440.
Banerjea, Niharika. 2011. "Voluntary Participation and Self-Governance: A Study of Community
Health Volunteerin ,g in Kolkata. India." Cultural Dynamics 23 (3): 198-219.
Coutinho, Lester, and Niharika Banerjea. 2000. "The Social Production of Blame: A Case Study of
OPV Related Deaths in West Bengal." Economic and Political W eekly, V ol. X X X V
Chakrabarti, Anindita and Niharika Banerjea. 2000. "Primary Education in Himachal Pradesh: A
Case Stud y of Kinnaur District." Journal of Educational Planning and A dministration, V ol.
XIV (4): 445-460

Sumita B and Niharika Banerjea (forthcoming). "Reflecting on Lesbian Suicides and Life-Makin,
in India." nrakeishift: .feminisms in motion [Authors listed alphabetically]
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Banerjea, Niharika and Debanuj Dasgupta. 2013. "States of Desire: Ilomonationalism and LGBT
Activism in India." Swvakanthey, January 20! 3, Sappho for Equality. Reprinted in Sanhati,
.J une 6 2013 http://sanhati.com/articles./71851 [Authors listed alphabetically]
Banerjea, Niharika, Dan Bauer, and Ronda Priest. 2012. "Engage llenderson." Center for°A pplied
Research. University of Southern Indiana. [Authors listed alphabetically]
Banerjea, Niharika. 201 1. "Narmada River." Pp 840-841 in Encyclopedia of Environmental Issues,
edited by Craig W. Alinn. Salem Press, CA.
Banerjea, Niharika. 2011."New Urbanism." Pp 871-872 in Encyclopedia of L'nvironmental Issues,
edited by Craig W. Alinn. Salem Press, CA.
Banerjea, Niharika. 2011. "Reflections on "Being Queer" in Kolkata." Humanities Underground.
http:l/humanitiesunderground.wordpress.com/2011/05/021reflecti ons-on-being-queer"-i nkolkata/
Baker, Christy, Niharika Banerjea, Stephanie Bennett, Sudesh IVlujumdar, Marie Opatrny, Dane
Partridge, Iris Phillips. 2010. "Understanding the Cycle of Poverty in Successive
Generations." Center for A pplied Research, University of Southern Indiana. [Authors listed
alphabetically]
BOOK PROJECTS IN PROGRESS:

Banerjea, Niharika and Sappho for Equality. Queerspace Kolkata: Connrnmity y and queer
collaborative ethnography in an 'ordinary city'. A collaborative ethnographic book project
exploring community and activism with lesbians, bisexuals, and transmen in Kolkata, India.
Banerjea, Niharika, Uebanuj Dasgupta and Jaime Grant. f'riendsl-aip and social activism. An
anthology about friendship, love, desire and social . justice activisms. this book brings
together essays, memoirs, poems and artwork by contributors working on social justice issues
in/from South Africa. Portugal, Guatemala, Mexico, Finland, Switzerland, the UK, the
United States, and India. [Book proposal under consideration b y Seagull, India]
GRANTS:

Collaborative iEthnography Interview Transcriptions. College of Liberal Arts Faculty Development
Award; University of Southern Indiana, $326.2.5; 2013
Chapter 3: Tales, Reflections, and Political Visions. College of Liberal Arts Faculty Development
Award; University of Southern Indiana, $2958.69; 2012
Being Queer in a Globalizing City: Narratives of Politics and Community. College of Liberal Arts
Faculty Development Award; University of Southern Indiana, $899.94; 2011
Engage Henderson: Neighborhood Assessment Data Analysis. Engage Henderson Initiative in
partnership with One Life Church. $4,350; 2011 with Daniel Bauer and Ronda Priest
Engage Henderson: Neighborhood Assessment Volunteer "Training. Engage l lenderson Initiative in
partnership with One Life Church. $500; 2011 with Daniel Bauer and Ronda Priest
Understanding the Cycle of Poverty in Successive Generations, Vanderburgh Community
Foundation, $18,600; 2009 with Christ y Baker, Stephanie Bennett, Sudesh Mujumdar, Marie
Opatrny, Dane Partridge, and Iris Phillips.
Economic Reforms, Nationalism. and Globalization in India. College of Liberal Arts Faculty
Development Award; University' of Southern Indiana, $1000; 2008
Impacts of Globalization: A Study of Special Economic Zones in West Bengal, India. Lilly
Excellence through Engagement Summer Research Fellowship; University of Southern
Indiana; $7,000; 2009
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KATH BROWNE
Division of Geography, School of Environment & Technology
Cockcroft Building, Lewes Road, Brighton, BN2 4GJ, UK
+44 1273 642377 (office)
k.a.browne@brighton.ac. uk
http://www .
EDUCATION
Ph. D., Geography; University of Gloucestershire, 2003
M.A., Social and Cultural Geography; University of Sheffield, 1999
B.A., Geography with Physical Education and Sports Science, 1998
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Reader. Division of Geography, University of Brighton, 2012
Principal Lecturer. Division of Geography, University ol'Brighton, 2010-2012.
Lecturer/Senior Lecturer. Division of Geography, University of Brighton, 2003-2010
Lecturer. Geography Department, National University of Ireland, Maynooth, 2002-2003
SELECTED PRIZES AND AWRDS
Geographical Perspectives on Women Jan Monk Service A ward, A ssociation of American
Geographers, 2012
Pride in Canterbury A ward support for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans communities, 2010
Royal Geographical Society/Institute of British Geographers Gill Memorial Award for
outstanding potential in geography: Geographies of Sexualities , 2007
SELECTI I) PUBLICATIONS:
Vieira, P. and Silva, M. J. (2014) Geographies of Sexualities: displacing hegemonies? An
interview with Kath Browne/ Geografias das Sexualidades: Deslocando hegemonias?
Uma entrevista corn Kath Browne Revista Latino-Americana de Geografia e G.nero,
Ponta Grossa, 5(1), pp. 263-270. (published in Portuguese and English)
Browne, K. and Bakshi, L. (2013) 'Insider Activists: The Fraught Possibilities of LGBT Activism.'
Geoforum 49, pp. 253-262
Browne, K., Bakshi, L. and Lim, J. (2011) "It's something you just have to ignore':
Understanding Contemporary Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans Safety' Journal of Social
Policy 40(4), pp. 739-756
Browne, K. and Bakshi L. (2011) 'Don't Look Back in Anger: Possibilities and Problems of Trans
Equalities' Graduate Journal of Social Sciences 8 (2), pp. 58-81.
Browne, K. and Bakshi, L. (2011) `We are here to Party?: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans
Leisurescapes' Leisure Studies 30(2), pp, 179-196
Browne, K (2011) Beyond rural idylls: Imperfect Lesbian Utopias at Michigan Womyn's Music
Festival, Journal of Rural Studies 27 (1), pp. 13-23
Browne, K (2011) By Partner we Mean...: Alternative Geographies of `Gay Marriage' Sexualities
14 (1), pp. 100-122
Brown, G, Browne K, Elmhirst, R. and Hutta, S. (2010) Sexualities in/of the Global South,
Geography Compass 4 (10), pp. 1567-1579
Browne, K. and Lim, J. (2010) Trans in the 'Gay Capital of the UK' Gender, Place and Culture
17 (5), pp. 615-633
Browne, K. (2009) Womyn's Separatist Spaces: Rethinking Spaces of Difference and Exclusion
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 34 (4), pp. 541-556
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Browne, K. (2006) (Re)making the other: Heterosexualising everyday space. Environment and
Planning A 39 (4), pp. 996-1014
Browne, K. (2006) Challenging `Queer' Geographies. A ntipode 38 (5), pp. 885-893
Browne, K. (2005) Snowball sampling: Using social networks to research non-heterosexual
women, International Journal of Social Research Methodology, 8 (1), pp. 47 -60.
Browne, K. (2004) Genderism and the bathroom problem: (Re)materialising sexed sites,
(re)creating sexed bodies. Gender Place and Culture, 11 (4), pp. 331-346.
Selected Books
Browne K and Bakshi, L. (2013) Ordinary in Brighton: LGBT, A ctivisms and the City ( Ashgate,
Aldershot)
Browne, K and Nash, C. eds, (2010) Queering Methods and Methodologies: Queer Theories
and Social Science Research (Ashgate, Aldershot)
Browne, K, Munt, S. and Yip, A. (2010) Queer Spiritual Spaces (Ashgate Aldershot)
Browne, K, Lim, J. and Brown G. eds, (2007) Geographies of Sexualities: Theory. Politics and
Practice (Ashgate, Aldershot)
Browne, K., Sharp, J. and Thien, D. eds, (2004) Gender and Geography: 20 Y ears On, Edited
Collection. Women in Geography Study Group, Glasgow.
Selected Edited Collections

Browne K. and Nash C. (2013) "New' Sexual and Gendered Landscapes' Geoforwn
Smith, D., Browne, K. and Bissell D. (2011) Reinvigorating social geographies? A `social
re/turn' for a changing social world: (re)opening a debate, Social and Cultural Geography
12(6)
Caudwell, J. and Browne, K. (20] 1) `Sexy Spaces', Special Edition Leisure Studies 30(2)
Brown, G. and Browne K. (2011) `Symposium on Eve Sedgwick', Progress in Human
Geography, forthcoming 35(l)
Browne, K., Hines, S. and Nash, C. eds. (2010) `Towards Trans Geographies', Special Edition
Gender Place and Culture 17 (5)

Browne, K ed. (2007) `Lesbian/Queer women's geographies', Special edition editor Social and
Cultural Geographies 8 (1)

14 policy reports
SELECTED GRANTS
Shifting Resistances: Emerging International Challenges to Guy, Lesbians Bisexual and Trans
Rights in Canada and Great Britain. (Co-Investigator). Social Science and Humanities Research

Council, Canada. Principal Investigator - Catherine Nash (CA$39,863), 2012
Trans Equalities Research Project: Scoping document.
Commissioned by Government
Equalities Unit (E3,000), 2010
LGBT Communities of Practice. South East Costal Communities Fund (£100,000), 2008
Queer Spiritual Spaces (Advisor/Co-Investigator) Arts and Humanities Research Council.
Principal Investigator- Sally Munt (University of'Sussex) (£104,000), 2008
Count Me In Too: In-depth Dissemination (Domestic Violence and Abuse, Safety, Housing,
Health, Drubs and Alcohol and Mental Health) Funded by Safe in the City, Sussex Police (JIF
fund). Sussex Primary Care Trust, Brighton and Hove City Council (£20,500), 2007-2009
Feminisms and festivals: Examining the spaces of contemporary womyn's separatism. British
Academy Funded project SG-42582 (£6,345), 2006
Count me into: Exclusion and marginalisation in Gay Brighton. Funded by the Primary are
l"rust, Brighton and Hove City Council and Brighton and Sussex Knowledge Exchange
(1.35,000), 2005
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List of Publications (indicative references due to space)
Amin, A (2006) The Good City Urban Studies 43: 1 009-1 023
Ahmed, S (2010) The Promise of Happiness. Durham, NC: Duke University Press
Browne, K, Rakshi, L and Lim, J (20 11) `It's Something You Just Have to Ignore':
Understanding and Addressing Contemporary Lesbian, Gay. Bisexual and
Trans Safety Beyond Hate Crime Paradigms. Journal of Social Policy 40:
739-756

Browne, K and I im, J (2008) Community safety: count me in too', additional analysis
report. In Spectrum and the University ol'Brighton (ed).
Butler, J (2004) Undoing Gender. London: Routledge
Butler, J (2012) Can One Lead a Good Life in a Bad Life? Radical Philospohy 176:
9-18

Clare, E (2002) Sex, Celebration, and Justice: A Keynote for QD2002. Queerness and
Disability Conference. San Francisco
Cresswell, T (1996) In Place/Out of Place: Geography, Ideology, and Transgression.
Minneapolis: Minnesota Press
Duggan, 1, (2002) The new homonormativity: The sexual politics of neoliberalism. In
Castronovo, R and Nelson, DD (eds) r^Iaterializing Democracy: Toward a
Revitalized Cultural Politics. (pp 175-194). Durham: Duke University Press
Florida, RL (2004) The rise a the creative class; and how its transforming work.
leisure, community and everyday life. New York: Basic Books
Hubbard, P (2013) Kissing is not a universal right: Sexuality, law and the scales of
citizenship. Geof)rum 49: 224-232
Johnson, K, Faulkner, P, Jones. H and Welsh, E (2007) Understanding Suicidal
Distress and Promoting Survival in the LGBT Communities. Brighton:
Brighton & Sussex Community Knowledge Exchange Project
King, MM, Eamonn; Warner, James; Ramsay, Angus; Johnson, Katherine; Cort,
Clive; Wright, Lucie; Blizard, Robert; Davidson, Oliver (2003) Mental health
and quality of life of gay men and lesbians in En ngland and Wales:
Controlled, cross-sectional study. British Journal of Psychiatry 183: 552-558
Kulpa, R and Mizielinska, J (201]) De-centring western sexual/ties: Central and
eastern 1'.uropeans perspectives.

McGlynn, N and I GBT Equalities Forum. Analysis Group (2013) Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Trans Equalities in Hastings, Rother & East Sussex. University
of Brighton
htto://www.bri(-)hton.ac.uk/set/aboutus/oublicatians/1,GBTEgualities Question
naire Report.pol ; accessed 08/01/13
Meleo-Erwin, Z. (2012) Disrupting normal: Toward the 'ordinary and familiar' in [at
politics. Feminism & Psychology
Moran, U, Skeggs, B, Tyler, P and Corteen, K (2004) Sexuality and the politics of
violence and safety London: Routledge
Perry, B (2001) In the iV ame of /late: understanding hate crimes. New York:
Routledge
Puar. J (2007) Terrorist A ssemblages: Homonationalisin in Queer Times. Durham:
Duke University Press
Richardson, 1) (2005) Desiring Sameness? The Rise ofaNeoliberal Politics of
Normalisation. A ntipode 37: 515-535
Richardson, D and Monro, S (2012) Sexuality, Equality and Diversity. Basingstoke:
Palgrave
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Sibley, D (1995) Geographies of Exclusion. Society and D{fference in the W est.
London: Routledge
Soja, EW (2009) Seeking Spatial Justice. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press.
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Professor Callum Firth: Head of School Letter of Support for Dr Katherine Browne: ESRC Transformative Research

Letter of Support for:
Or Katherine Browne
ESRC Transformative Research Call 2013/2014 (invite Only)
On behalf of the School for Environment and Technology and the University of Brighton, I wholeheartedly
support Or Katherine Browne's application under the ESRC Transformative Research Call 2013/14 (Invite
Only).
Dr Browne is very experienced in conducting ground-breaking community-focused research in the field of
sexualities, focussed on the LGBTQ communities in the UK and in other countries. This proposal represents
an opportunity for Dr Browne to lead a research project that is genuinely transformative in its scope,
ambition and potential impact.
Suitability of the Applicant
Dr Katherine Browne is a national and international research leader. Katherine joined the University of
Brighton in January 2003, building on her career history at undergraduate (Loughborough), Masters
(Sheffield), PhD and academic post at the National University of Ireland (Maynooth). Her career has
advanced from her first lectureship at the University of Brighton to her current position of Reader, reflected
in her prolific publication record, including 6 books, 29 articles in international refereed journals, 2 coauthored monographs and 19 contributions to edited volumes.
Dr Browne is very research active in the key fields associated with this proposal — namely, sexualities,
gender, spaces and geographies and recognises the need to embrace innovative research methodologies
and push the boundaries of knowledge so that the research underpins advances in policy-making and wider
i mpacts on society.
The suitability of Dr Katherine Browne as the applicant for this proposal is entirely based on her track
record in conducting high-quality research in the key fields associated with this proposal. In particular, her
research into understandings of how bifurcated gender is constructed through space is a key element of
the ESRC Transformative Research proposal, enhancing the ability of the international research community
to challenge key concepts associated with gender, space and location.
Dr Browne has been awarded a number of prestigious research awards in recent years, in recognition of
her development as an internationally recognised research leader. These awards and nominations for
awards include a Research Innovation Award (2010) within the 'Count me in Too' research; two sequential
nominations for the Saga Prize for Innovation and Excellence and two sequential nominations for the LGBT
History Award. Coupled with her track record of successfully delivering research projects on time and to
budget, Dr Browne's publication and awards record and her ability to manage research teams means that
have absolutely no doubt that she will deliver the ESRC Transformative Research project to the highest
quality.
Over and above Katherine's track record in research, is compelling evidence of her ability to reach key
target audiences in disseminating the results of her research over many years. In addition to presenting
research at conferences in the UK, Dr Browne has delivered papers on her research at key international
conferences such as the European Geographies of Sexualities Conference II in Lisbon (2013), Brussels (2011)
and the Association of American Geographers in Seattle (2011). A full list of Katherine's conferences and
publications can be provided in support of this application if requested. Supervision of PhD students to
completion has enhanced Dr Browne's reputation as a committed leader of research teams, including
research students and her understanding of the ambitions of the University of Brighton in supporting the
research career journey from doctoral student to national and international research leader.
It is precisely because of these qualities, described in summary above, that the University of Brighton fully
endorses and supports Dr Katherine Browne's suitability as the applicant on the 'Making Liveable Lives:
Rethinking Social Exclusion' proposal under the ESRC Transformative Research Call 2013/2014.
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Commitment from the Host Organisation
The University of Brighton is fully committed to developing the skills and expertise of its leading researchers
— across the institution — and in supporting these researchers in internal and external collaborative research
projects. The School of Environment and Technology, within the Faculty of Science and Engineering, has a
proud history of combining the expertise and facilities available for the physical sciences with the needs
and aspirations of researchers and communities in the social sciences, arts and humanities. This multidisciplinary approach has had a very positive effect on the way in which we view potential research
applications to UK research councils and other funders.
Dr Browne's proposal 'Making Liveable Lives: Rethinking Social Exclusion' has been carefully constructed to
provide a comparative research project involving investigators and researchers from three countries (UK,
India and the United States) and to apply ve ry innovative methodologies to the research.
In addition to the resources that will be provided to projects selected for funding by ESRC under this
scheme, the University of Brighton will provide key support to Dr Browne and her colleagues to ensure
successful delivery of the research. This includes access to facilities such as video-conferencing suites, ICT
support, administrative and project management support (outside the specific support provided by the
grant resource) and assistance with identifying and/or providing venues for events described in the
proposal.
Process for Selecting P ro posals / Internal Demand Management for this Call
The University of Brighton has a very well developed internal demand management procedure for research
grant applications to external funders. in the case of the ESRC Transformative Research call, the original call
information was circulated via the University of Brighton funding opportunities alert system. Prospective
individual Pis were contacted in different schools across the University to test their interest in develop
proposals in response to this call.
Dr Katherine Browne produced a summary proposal in response to the internal request for interest in
submitting proposals under this call. No other summaries were received from Pis within the university. One
other Pl, Professor Neil Ravenscroft was invited by colleagues at the University of Manchester to participate
in the development of a proposal being developed within the ESRC Transformative Research call. Several
proposals were considered by the University of Manchester internal selection process and this resulted in
the proposal involving Prof Ravenscro ft being ranked second.
Dr Browne has been assisted in testing and assessing the idea for her proposal by senior colleagues within
the University of Brighton — including members of the University of Brighton Grant Support Panel (GSP).
Drafts of the proposal have been re viewed by senior colleagues and the University of Brighton Research
Office (Grants Team) to assess the quality and support the full development of the final proposal.
I can confirm that I have full confidence in the process we adopted for selecting proposals internally and in

the selection of Dr Katherine Browne to submit her proposal and deliver it to the highest standards if it is
awarded funding under the ESRC Transformative Research call 2013/2014.

Professor Callum Firth
Head of the School of Environment & Technology
Email: C. Firth@brighton.ac.uk
brighton.ac.uk
Tel: +44(0)1273 642289

Signed :
Date. 14 ` anuary 201
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DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN
PROJECT DETAILS
Project title

Principal

Makin, Liveable Lives: Rethinkine Social Exclusion

Investigator

Address

Dr Kath Browne
1.Jniversit v of [3ri htori
1 44(0)1273 642377
k.a.browne@hrihton.ac.uk
June 2014
November 2015
^y

number
Email address
Project start date
Project end date

Telephone

1. ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING DATA
Existing UK Data Service data sets on LGBTQ lives focus on democracy, public sector, migration, faith and
citizenship. These datasets offer insights into how equalities legislation is enacted, but do not offer
transnational data; understandings of experiences of legislative equalities or how just societies are created
socio-temporally. Moreover they do not directly pertain to questions of safe ty, utilise experimental
techniques or engage with Participatory Action Research.
2. DATASETS TO BE PRODUCED
All versions of digital data (text, video and audio) to be stored on University of Brighton and University of
Southern Indiana drives. This will be shared between the research team using password protected online data
storage systems (e.g. Drophox). All data wil I be managed by the research team with the P1 taking overall
responsibility. Access to rawlidentiliable data will be restricted to the research team, and anonymised data
will be submitted to the UK Data Service, except for 1. In-depth data that might he identi liable (due to the
sensitive nature of this research outing' individuals through releasing frill length transcripts is not
appropriate); 2. Where consent is not given by the participant to release their verbatim contributions. In both
these cases the data will be summarised and ke y iiniormatioin/anonvmised quotes submitted.
D ata set name-

.51117111Kl1 y (descri/.ltll311/l71E'.1 / 113JS)

.1 rchii7ing (a/f Jott!

f ol'lliat

.siorecl in password

See case f r
p

support
ort

)rotecfec! files)

PAR

WP2: Data set 1literature review

WP_): Data set 2
— assessment

of

liveabilities

Advisory group meetings will be used
to design and implement the research,
and will he recorded and analysed as
data. Participatory tools that yield hard
copy outputs will he converted into
digital format (e.g. .l e) and archived,
Full details of academic and grey
literatures collected through literature
searches. Short summary of each piece
and the indexes of inclusion/equalities
Used
Data regardin g i mplementation of
policies collected via online public
Racing data and freedom of information

MS Word documents,
MP3 recordings, hard
copy of participatory
tools, .lpeg pictures,
NVivo analysis
Excel spread sheet,
NVivo anal y sis

Consent to the share
of anonymised
versions of this data
set to be submitted to
the UK Data Service
will be requested.
Submitted to the UK
Data Service.

Excel Spread sheet,

Submitted to the UK

SPSS and NVivo
analyses

Data Service.

Focus groups will he used to establish
key facets of liveable lives for
marginalised LGBT people. They will
he recorded, fully transcribed, checked
and an anonym ised summary created
including ke y points and quotes.
Online questionnaire using survey
monkey, data complements focus
group data in terms of themes but also
quantifiable data

MS Word documents,
MP3 recordings,
NVivo analysis

Summaries submitted
to the UK Data
Service.

Excel spread sheet,
Survey monkey,
SPSS and NVivo
analysis

Key IIiveahi'Iity lectors assessed in short
answer/quantitative data in ways that
augments the figures and detail

Excel data sheet,
SPSS and NVivo
analysis

Anonymised data set
submitted to UK
Data Service,
identifying details
removed.
Anonymised data set
submitted to UK
Data Service, with

rec nests

WP4: Data set 3
focus groups

WP4: Data Set 4
— online
questionnaires

WP4: Data Set 5
App/SMS
responses
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Data Management Plan
Outlines how data will be stored, archived and shared.

WP4: Data Set 6Street theatre
recordings

collected in focus groups online
questionnaires
[king digital video recordings of the
street theatre or another engagement
with everyday spaces will he recorded.

WPS: Data Set 7audience
responses to
street theatre

Responses to the street theatre
interviews and questionnaires,
distributed and collected at the time;
and reflections after the event,

Digital film, analysed
in NVivo.

Audio recordings,
paper questionnaires,
MS word document,
analysed in NVivo

identifying details
removed.
Final film freely
available via
YouTube. Unedited
film submitted to the
UK Data Service
lnonymised data set
submitted to UK
Data Service, with
identifying details
removed.

3. QUALITY ASSURANCE OF DATA
Data duality will be assessed by the advisory group (see case for support) and will he part of each research
team meeting. Strict version control procedures will ensure that working and final versions are kept track of.
4. BACK-UP PROCEDURES AND DATA SECURITY
In order to safety back up the data and share it between the research team, the researchers will establish
Online File Storage. This will stand alongside standard University IT provision to allow projects to securely
store and back up data for research projects up to a maximum capacity of 100GB. Data will he stored in four
different places — (i) In each institution's back up server that is kept in a secure and fireproof location; (ii) On
both Dr. Browne and Dr. Banerjea' separate PC's; and (iii) both of the PDRA's PC's and (iv) on online
storage. Both Browne will have overall responsibility for managing the data analysis, and Browne and
Banerjea will manage the work of the PDRAs, and control access to and the use of the data. Strict version
control procedures will ensure that working and final versions are kept track of.
All data will be stored in accordance with the requirements of ESRC Framework for Research Ethics and
both Universities' Research Ethics Committees.
5. DATA AVAILABILITY
The datasets will he archived as detailed above. Data to he released to the UK Data Service will be exported
in a suitable archive format and it will he part of both PDRA's role to prepare the data for such archiving.
Localrnational LGBTQ history archives will also be given the opportunity to store the datasets. A final
edited version of the street theatre performances will be made available through online social media.
Both institutions - all data will comply with ESRC requirements and will he made available for re-sue and/or
archiving within three months of the end of the award once appropriate changes have been made to honour
assurances of confidentiality and anonymity. When gaining respondent consent for involvement in the
project, consent for data sharing will be discussed and included where appropriate.
This project will follow the University of Brighton Policy on Data Management in line with its Roadmap for
RCUK to be implemented by 2015. This new policy and the procedures that underpin it will be robust and
enable greater access to data; dedicated storage capacity increases, better curation of data from projects and
better understanding of how the data is accessed by researchers
6. DATA COPYRIGHT/ IPR OF THE DATA COLLECTED
Data copyright/IPR of the new dataset will be owned jointly by the University of Brighton and Southern
Indiana University. Whilst the data from the app!SMS method will be owned by the Universit y of Brighton
and Southern Indiana University, the technologies developed will he the property of the external contractor.
7. DATA MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
First point ol contact for
Dr Kath Browne
University of
data issues, UK
Brighton
First point of contact for
data issues, India

Dr. Niharika Banerjea

Data archiving, sharing,
back-up management

Dr Kath Browne/ PDRA

ESRC Reference: ES/M000931/1

University
Southern
Indiana
University
Brighton
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of

of

Email:
k.a.bro wne ci.brighton.ac.uk
Tel: 01273 642377
Email: nbanerjea ausi.edu
Tel: +181246-57052
Email:
k.a.brow-vne u,brighton.ac.uk
Tel: 01273 642377
RA: TBC

Data Management Plan
Outlines how data will be stored, archived and shared.
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Budget Breakdown for ESRC UK Sub- --Award (University of Southern Indiana: USI)
Making Liveable Lives: Rethinking Social Exclusion
University of Southern Indiana PI: Niharika Banerjea
Breakdown of Costs as required by ESRC International Co-Investigators Policy ('Guidance on the inclusion
of International Co-investigators ESRC Proposals' p 4:
"in addition, applicants must include a table detailing all costs associated with international coinvestigators as an additional attachment to theirJe-S proposl form."
TOTAL BUDGET; USI

Co-Investigator =

Budget Period 1 & 2
18 Months project duration x 30% FTE

Totals

£33,447
Staffing
N Banerjea

£25,559.00

f25,559
Niharika Banerjea = 30% effort across

18 months project period
Academic Salary 2014/2015: £28,752
x 30% x

project periods (Budget

Period 1 & 2) Direct Costs (Basic and
employer costs) = £25,559

Non-Staff Costs

Overseas Travel (India and UK)
1 trip from Kolkata, India to United Kingdom (Budget
Period 1): includes airfare round trip, lodging, subsistence
and ground transportation (airport to lodging and return)
1 trip x 3 researchers /activists from
Kolkata, India to United Kingdom =
(Budget Period 2)

Videographerto fil m event in India and produce edited

£7,462.00

£426.00

digital copy (4 days)
TOTAL

ESRC Reference: ES/M000931/1

£33,447.00
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Budget Breakdown International Co-Investigator Costs
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The Contract (award letter)

ESRC
Polaris House. North Star Avenue. Swindon. Wiltshire.
United Kingdom SN2 1UJ
Telephone +44 (0) 1793 413000
Web http: //www.esrc.ac.uk/
COMPLIANCE WITH THE DATA PROTECTION ACT 1998
In accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 : the personal data provided on this form will be processed by ESRC : and
may be held on computerised database and/or manual files. Further details may be found in the guidance notes
Document Status: With Submitter

OFFER ACCEPTANCE

Offer Acceptance Details
Grant Reference:
Grant Holder:
Grant Title:
Organisation:
RO Proposal Reference:
Announced Start Date:
Announced End Date
Earliest Start Date:
Latest Start Date:
Document Name:
Document Description:
Document Expiry Date:

ESIM000931l1

ESRC Reference ES/M00093111

ES/M00093111
Dr Kath Browne
Making Liveable Lives: Rethinking Social Exclusion
University of Brighton
UoBIRO12014KB01
1 June 2014
30 November 2015
1 June 2014
31 August 2014
Offer Acceptance
Announcement
5 June 2014
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Combined Funding Streams
Grant Reference

ES/M000931 /1

Start Date

Organisation

University of Brighton

End Date

Organisation Reference

UoB/RO12014KB01

Department

Grant Holder

Dr Kath Browne

Grant Status

Making Liveable Lives: Rethinking Social

Grant Title

Issue Reason:

01 Jun 2014
30 Nov 2015

:

Sch of Environment and Technology
Authorised

Funding Stream

Exclusion

Issue Date: 22 May 2014

:

:

Combined Funding Streams

Grant Offer

Directly Incurred

Directly Allocated

Indirect Costs

Exceptions

Travel and
Description

Staff

Other Costs

Investigators

Estate Costs

Indirect Costs

Other Costs

Payment Total

Status

Subsistence
2014115 02

£5,053.81

£1.548 44

£5,854 51

£5,371.90

£1.333 24

£8.026.76

£5,548.08

£3273874

Due

2014/15 03
2014115 04

£5.053.81
£5,053.81

£1.548.44
£1,548.44

£5.854.51
£5.854.51

£5.371.90
£5,371.90

£1.333.24
£1,33324

£8.026.76
£802676

£5.548.08
£5,548.08

£32.736.74
£32,736.74

Due
Due

2015!16 01
2015116 02

£5,053.81
£5,094.74

£1.548.44
£1.560.98

£5.854.51
£5.901.93

£5.371.90
£5,415.42

£1.333.24
£1.344.04

£8.026.76
£8.09178

£5,548.08
£5,593.02

£32.736.74
£33.001.91

Due
Due

2015/16 03

£5,094.74

£1.560.98

£5.901.91

£5.415.40

£1.344.06

£8.091.76

£5.593.02

£33.001.87

Due

Paid to Date:
Outstanding:
SubTotal:
Grand Total:

ESIM06093111

£0.00
£196,950.74
£196.950.74
£ 196.950.74
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University of Brighton
Schedule 3
BREAKDOWN OF COSTS

The University of Southern Indiana

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN

RC Contribution

RC Contribution

f

$

INDIANA
net

Index

total

net

Index

total

% FEC

DI - Other Costs

426

5

431

803

9

811

100

Exception -- Other Costs

33,021

341

33,362

62,225

644

62,869

100

Total Value of Award

33,447

346

33,793

63,028

653

63,680

see

notes

Notes: although £426 for an independent videographer has only been funded at 80%, we will pay 100% to

UOSI. The
difference of £87 will be absorbed by
UOB.
The UOSI will be paid quarterly in arrears, (in line with the receipts from ESRC).
Sappho For Equality
SAPPHO FOR EQUALITY
net
DI -

Other Costs

Total Value of Award

Authorised FEC

RC Contribution

£

£

Index

total

net

Index

18,000

195

18,195

18,000

195

18,195

18,000

195

18,195

18,000

195

18,195

Sappho for Equality shall be wire transferred funds twice on the following dates:
Fifty percent (50%) on signature of this Agreement;
Fifty percent (50%) on 31 St May 2015.

UB-14-1942
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total

% FEC
100

February 28, 2017
Ms. Preeti Sampat
School of Liberal Studies, Ambedkar University Delhi, Kashmere Gate Campus, Lothian Road
Delhi, NY 110006
INDIA
Dear Ms. Sampat:
I am pleased to inform you that your application for an Engaged Anthropology Grant has been
approved in the amount of $5,000 for the project described below.
If funding is no longer necessary, or if the amount is more than you require because of funding
received from other sources, please let us know. If another grant, fellowship, paid leave, or
sabbatical covers any portion of your original budget, you must submit a revised, itemized
budget request.
We ask that you carefully read the attached forms before signing them. Please note that the
reporting requirements must be fulfilled upon completion of your project. Both the Grant
Agreement and the Grant Payment Instructions Form require signatures and must be returned
to our offices. Please note that although you may elect to have payment made through your
institution, as the Grantee your signature is required on these forms. If special permits or
approvals are required for this project, copies must be received by the Foundation before
payment of this grant can be made.
We have attached the reviewers’ comments and hope that you will find these useful in the
further development of your project. Please keep us informed of any changes in your contact
information throughout the duration of this grant. If you have any questions, please contact
our Program Administrator, Mark Ropelewski at 212-683-9312 or via email at
mropelewski@wennergren.org. We look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,

LESLIE C. AIELLO
President
Sampat, Preeti, U. Delhi, Meerut, India - To aid engaged activities on "Living Histories of Land
Museum," 2017, Goa India, $5,000, approved on 2/24/2017
Enclosures

5/19/2019

Gmail - Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results

Nakkeeran N <nnakkeeran@gmail.com>

Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results
Kerry Scott <kerry.e.scott@gmail.com>
Tue, Feb 6, 2018 at 3:48 PM
To: Aruna <access2aruna@gmail.com>
Cc: Steph Topp <globalstopp@gmail.com>, Manu Gupta <manugupta08@gmail.com>, Nakkeeran N
<nnakkeeran@gmail.com>, "Nanuka.Jalaghonia" <n.jalaghonia@curatio.com>
Dear Aruna,
Greetings!
This is to follow up on the SHAPES small grant. Apologies for the delay. I am putting Nanuka Jalaghonia in CC -- she
is part of the HSG secretariat in Georgia and will be releasing the funds (US $1400) to you. I am also attaching an
invoice with the request that you fill it in and submit it to Nanuka. If you have any questions about the process of
accessing the funds, please follow up with Nanuka; the money flows from HSG to you, so Steph, Manu and I will not
be involved in handling it.
We look forward to you beginning work on the project outlined in your successful grant application. Please share a
short report (1 - 2 pages) on the google group after six to eight months to let us know your progress. Additional
engagement on the SHAPES group is of course encouraged :-)
Warm wishes,
Kerry
[Quoted text hidden]

--

Invoice for TWG funding.xlsx
42K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=81a2da74b6&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1591646423609882718&simpl=msg-f%3A1591646…
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Gmail - Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results

Nakkeeran N <nnakkeeran@gmail.com>

Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results
Aruna <access2aruna@gmail.com>
To: Nakkeeran N <nnakkeeran@gmail.com>

Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 10:57 PM

Good news!
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Kerry Scott <kerry.e.scott@gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday, October 3, 2017
Subject: SHAPES small grant applications: results
To: Aruna <access2aruna@gmail.com>
Cc: Steph Topp <globalstopp@gmail.com>, Manu Gupta <manugupta08@gmail.com>
Dear Aruna,
Thank you for applying for a SHAPES small grant. Three senior SHAPES members reviewed all submissions and
have decided how to allocate this year's tranche of US $5000.
We are delighted to inform you that your application was successful. SHAPES is pleased to award you US$1400 as
seed funding to develop a reader on Pedagogy for social sciences teaching on health systems through series of case
studies.
The reviewers agreed that you proposal idea is important for SHAPES and has huge potential. However, they noted
some concerns, listed below. Ultimately, we hope that you can use this money as initial funding to enable you to focus
your ideas, clarify the output, and reach out to others in SHAPES, across the Health Systems Global thematic
working groups, and also to the WHO Alliance for Health Policy and Systems Research for additional support.

Scope: The idea currently seems a bit too ambitious, since taking on all of social science teaching in health
systems is quite broad and a one year timeframe is quite short.
Clarity: Key aspects of the output need to be clarified. i.e. What will the reader look like? Will these small case
studies (4-5 pages) be teaching cases? What will the review process be? It says there will be template which
is not binding- what would the template look like?
Inclusiveness: Currently the only collaborators listed are Indian. We hope that you can use SHAPES bring
additional perspectives from other countries.
Ultimately, this sort of project is particularly central to the mission of SHAPES, and we are very excited to support you in
leading it. We think that this $1400 seed funding, combined with some crowdsourcing support from within SHAPES,
can catalyse a larger project.
This money can only be transferred from Health Systems Global to an institutional account so we hope that you can
receive the money through your university. In addition, so that this funding serves to strengthen and benefit the whole
SHAPES group, we ask that you update SHAPES on your project. Please share a short report (1 - 2 pages) on the
google group after six to eight months. Additional engagement on the SHAPES group is of course encouraged :-)

We will be announcing the results on the SHAPES google group tomorrow.
Please accept our congratulations!
Warm wishes,
Kerry & Steph (SHAPES co-chairs)
Manu (SHAPES coordinator)

--

---------------------

If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough. ~ Albert Einstein
----------------https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=81a2da74b6&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1580258198230711867&simpl=msg-f%3A1580258…
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Gmail - Fwd: SHAPES small grant applications: results

Aruna Bhattacharya Chakravarty, M.Sc., Ph.D (Anthropology)
Alternate email: access2aruna@outlook.com | Skype ID: “access2aruna”
TV Interview
Research Report
Book Published
--------------------Please do not print this email unless it is absolutely necessary. Save Paper. Save Trees.
-----------------------
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